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Derrick Bell: 
Confronting 
Authority 
y Lydie Pierre-Louis 
When I think of your appoint-
ment to the Supreme Court, I see not 
only the result of your own ambition, 
but also the culmination of years of 
heartbreaking work by thousands 
who preceded you. I know you may 
not want to be burdened by the 
memory of their sacrifices. But I 
also know that you have no right to 
forget this history. Your life is very 
different from what it would have 
been hadthese men and women never 
lived .... This history has ajjectedyour 
past and present life. 
Judge A. Leon Higginbotham 
(Speaking on Clarence Thomas) 
It has often been said that 
I when history is written 'it is from 
the perspective of the conqueror. 
Rarely, is it written from the per-
spective of the conquered. Yet, 
when such a story is written, it is 
with a voice so rich, so proud and 
with such conviction in its belief 
for equality that we can only stand 
in awe, and wond~r if our own 
conviction can ever reach such a 
realm of faith and conviction. Der-
rick Bell's latest novel Confront-
ing Authority: Reflections of An 
Ardent Protester, is such a story. 
The Derrick Bell Story 
On April 24, 1990, Derrick 
Bell, a tenured faculty professor of 
constitutional law at Harv(U"d Law 
School, made a decision that made 
. legal history. 
It was not a decision that cha1-
lenged the constitutionality of a par-
ticular legal doctrine. Yet, his deci-
sion made nationa1 headlines. Pro-
fessor Bell merely announced that 
he would take an unpaid leave of 
absence. It was not the announce-
ment of his leave that drew such 
national attention, but rather the rea-
son for his leaving- "until at least 
one woman of color has been ap-
pointed to the Harvard faculty on a 
permanent basis." It was not a re~ 
quest that was overly burdensome. 
Indeed, many female professors of 
color would have gladly joined the 
Harvard faculty, but it was Harvard's 
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Re~ycling at Fordham Law 
How far we've come 
Photo by Ken Chung 
refusa1, as a world renowned educa-
tiona1 institUtion, to tenure a minor-
ity fema1e, professor that drew the 
nation's interest. Harvard's refusa1 
served as yet another reminder of 
how blacks have historica1ly been 
excluded from the American educa-
tiona1 structure, and have been made 
to believe and, to some measure, 
have instilled a feeling of inferiority 
with regard to the "qua1ity" of their 
work. Harvard's rejection denied 
what years of affIrmative action had 
hoPect ' to ; achieve - the illusive 
American ideology of equality. An 
ideology which purports thata11 men 
(and, dare I say, even women) are 
created equa1. 
Professor Derrick Bell's lat-
est novel, Confronting Authority, 
is a story of such poignant rea1ism 
that the reader can only wonder 
how in this age of American demo-
cratic preeminence an institution 
as renowned as Harvard can quan-
tify and attempt to rationa1ize its 
decision. Yet, Harvard has been 
steadfast in its rejection, wrapping 
itself in a cloak of justification by 
merely stating that they can find no 
qualified female minority. 
Professor Bell's deeply per-
sona1 story of resistance to Harvard's 
decision is written with such humble 
insistence that the reader is left with 
a sense of humility. Every chapter 
begins with a 3-page fictiona1 story 
about Tamar and the Lowlander's 
struggle for equa1ity. The ~ture of 
a fictiona1 ana10g interwoven with 
black historical anecdotes and lega1 
analyses is striking. Professor Bell's 
ability to weave between these three 
genre of storytelling takes the reader 
from the fictiona1 characters ofTamar 
and the inhabitants of the Citadel to 
the personal struggles of some of the 
Civil-Rights Movement's most he-
roic activists. 
continued on page 11 
by Kitty Sweeb, Earl A. Wilson, an~ Ben-
jamin Waltuch 
"The sun, the moon and the 
stars would have disappeared long 
ago, had they happened to be within 
reach of predatory human hands. " 
Havelock Ellis, (1859-1939) 
British Psychologist 
It was with possibly this 
thought in mind that those singu-
larly-minded individua1s in the stu-
dent body at Fordham created and 
then worked with the Administra-
tion to create the first recycling 
program in Fordham University 
history at Fordham Law. In the few 
years since the program began, there 
has been a transformation of the 
way we dispose of our waste --
though at this juncture it appears 
that we can do more to reduce our 
natura1 inclination toward preda-
tory ,behav.ior. 
Recycling has two aspects: 
environmental correctness and 
money making. The former is well 
founded in the knowledge that the 
earth has precious resources that 
will be depleted unless we begin to 
stem the unnecessary waste. The 
latter has spawned an entire indus-
try that now thrives on the pur~hase 
of recyclable materials and its con-
sequent transformation into new, 
usable goods. According to Pat 
Grayson of the New York City 
Department of Sanitation Recycling 
Department, business is booming. 
"The carters have been making lots 
of money over the past six months 
because mixed paper and corru-
gated cardboard has been in short 
supply. Aluminum cans are the 
highest sellers of all recyclables, 
not only because each is worth more 
than the five cent deposit, but be-
cause aluminum is a va1uable meta1. 
Glass is also a good seller, espe-
cially if it's presorted between col-
ored and clear. " Recently, the city 
instituted new rules, effective as of 
May 1995, that require a11 institu-
tions . to pre-separate all recyclable 
materials. Fordham Law has al-
ready been doing that for years. 
Initiating the recycling pro-
gram 
The idea of recycling was ini-
tiated by two enterprising students, 
Joanna Watman '92 and Linda Katz 
'92. "We noticed in pizzerias that 
we visited, the cardboard boxes in-
tended for collecting cans and im-
printed with all the various brands 
of soda," Joanna recalls. "At that 
time, collecting cans was not done 
at Fordham, so the studentsdecided 
-", - """'i....: .... -
to create a program for the Fall of 
1990. After consulting with Dean 
Reilly, Katz and Watman organized 
the project using "Wi-Can," an or-
ganization involved in a recycling 
program as a service for the home-
less. We-can received the proceeds 
continued on 7 
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!' Archibald Murray - A' him in the street and let him know PresIdent were to work towards how much tpe simple extension of greater inclusiveness in the mem-
his invitation affected them. He has bership of the Association, and 
also received calls from former din- greater participation, targeting the 
ner guests, asking advice on job public interest and minority law-Man of AccomplishDlent 
Kilkenny came in and told the class offers, based on the relationship yers who previously felt distanced 
that "some 'misguided' former stu- formed at · that dinner. He com- from the Association. During his 
dents of his had managed to put him mented, "it's a nice feeling to see tenure, Mr. Murray brought targeted 
on the appellate bench in New Jer- that what you've tried to do seems Association members closer to the 
sey, and he would not be able to to have made sQme difference." main, emphasizing personal con-
teach the class because he would be Several of Mr'. Murray's other tact to draw them in. 
on the bench the full <:lay during activities make a difference in the After 19 years !is the Execu-
classes. He said we had two choices lives of many people. In 1968, he tive Director and Attomey-in-Chief 
_ we could join the other section, helped establish a government oftheLegalAidSociety,Mr.Murray 
which was taught by someone else, agency to make grants to support agreed to accept his current position 
or he could come in every Friday criminal justice reforms. In 1972, of Chair of the Board. A common 
evening to teach us until the course he pressed the Governor for legisla- misconception perpetuated in the 
was finished. To a person, we all tion which resulted in the creation media is that he left the Society in a 
chose to come in on Friday evening of the Division of Criminal Justice state of turmoil; however, the chro-
and be 'with him. He was just a Services; that same year he became nology of his shift in position belies 
terrific instructor." the first Commissioner of that divi- that misrepresentation. Mr, Murray 
After graduating in 1960, sion. He left that position when he accepted the position of Chair in 
Murray remained close to the · was invited by the Board of Direc- spring of 1994, and the much-pub-
by Kathi Denise Lang-Thorbs Fordham family. He began partici- tors . of The Legal Aid Society to licized strike and subsequent nego-
Two ofW. E. B. DuBois' theo- pating on a regular basis with the become its Executive Director and tiations with the city occurred much 
ries about Blacks in America are the Fordham Law Alumni Association Attorney-in-Chief. The Legal Aid ' later. 
"talented tenth" and "double con- in 1962 and was awarded the Society is a private nonprofit agency Mr. Murray's duties as Chair 
sciousness." The theory of the "tal- Association's Medal of Achieve- that provides legal services to the are primarily fundraising and shap-
ented tenth" is that one-tenth of the ment in 1985. He has also received indigent citizens of New York City; ing relationships with other organi-
Black population, the brightest and other accolades from the Fordham it employs approximately 1,000 law- zations. Fund raising has consumed 
the best, will rise to bring about Law family, including the Fordham yers who function in all courts and much of his time, as he travels fre-
change for the remainder of the Urban Law Journal Alumni Asso- handle a variety of legal matters. quently to Albany to fight for legis-
population. Dubois also asserted ciation Louis J. Lefkowitz Award During his tenure, Mr. Murray lative support to maintain their cur-
that Black Americans have a "double and the Black American Law Stu- brought a uniqueness, his "double rent level of funding, primarily via 
consciousness" in which "one never dents Association Ruth Whitehead consciousness" to the position. "I the Aid to Defense program which 
feels his two-ness - an American, A Whaley Award in 1982. In addi- thought I came to the job with some the current state administration is 
Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two tion, the Public Interest Resource understandings that perhaps I might threatening to eliminate. 
unreconciledstrivings~twowarring Center annually grants the Archibald not have had if I were someone One ofMr. Murray's personal 
ideals in one dark body, whose R. Murray Award to the student else;" irtfluenced by his childhood goals is to become involved with 
dogged strength alone keeps it from who has made the most significant in Barbados, West Indies, and ma- the economics in the Caribbean. A 
being tom asunder." [W.E. Burghart contribution to public interest work. triculation at Howard University, native of Barbados, West Indies, he 
DuBois, The Souls of Blackfolk 23 F or the laws tuden ts at an historicall y black uni versity, Mr. feels strongly thatthe islands would 
(Fa wcett Publications Inc. Fo~dham and Columbia, one of Mr. Murray felt he was more attuned to benefit by unification. Presently 
1967)(1903)] The duality of the Murray's most personal contribu- the community that The Legal Aid each island has its own government 
double consciousness can be a diffi- tions is the annual dinner he and his Society services. and economy. Murray surmises that 
cult reconciliation for the "talented wife, Kay Crawford Murray, a Co- He set goals for himself, and that indi vi dually the islands are "not 
tenth," but Archibald R. Murray, lumbia Law graduate, host in their met those goals. Meeting those sufficiently resourceful to sustain a 
Chair of the Board of The Legal Aid home in Morningside Heights. goals was facilitated by excellent decenfeconomy,standardofliving, 
Society, balances the two sides while Minority students and members of working relationships with the and political system." Mr. Murray 
setting and accomplishing a multi- the legal community are invited for Board members. If he needed help lamented, tongue-in-cheek, "I said 
tude of goals in his professional and conversation, inspiration, and net- or guidance, he felt comfortable that if there was ever an opportunity 
personal lives. He accomplishes his working. turning to the Chair and other Board to go work on a project that helped 
objectives with tenacity and style, The Murrays originated the members for their connections or pull them together, I probably would 
and is inspirational in the depth of dinner afterthey stibke about young expertise. He is establishing the quit and be on my way on a day's 
his achievements. law students who get lost in the same type of working relationship notice; but that has not happened; 
Archibald Murray is a modest, crowd, and how they would benefit with the new Executive Director no one has offered me ajob." 
quiet man who is contemplative in if they knew more about the reali- and Attorney-in-Chief, Daniel L. His other personal goals in-
his discussions. His responses sound ties ofthe practice oflaw, and their Greenberg. clude working with public interest 
spontaneous, but well-considered, options in the profession. They In 1993, Mr. Murray became or public service efforts in the com-
and his openness with people surely suspected some of these students the first African-American to serve munity, travelling, and possibly 
served him well during his career. had little or no exposure to lawyers, as the President of the New York going back to school to do intense 
Mr. Murray earned his undergradu- that in many cases they were first State Bar Association. His goals as continued on page 11 
ate degree in govemment at Howard -generation graduate students, and : •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
University,andbeganprep~ngfor the Murrays felt that the students : PROOF REA D E R : 
a distinguished legal career in pub- would benefit from an evening dur- • : 
lic interest in the halls of Fordham ing which -they were free to ask : : 
Law School. He was one 9f very questions and c.onverse with prac- .: ' • 
few African Americans enrolled in ticing members of the profession in • a \ ~raining and 'placement in Legal : 
the law school at the time. a comfortable atmosphere. The ' : ' f. ~ & Financial Proofreading, $60 : 
WhileatFordham,Mr.Murray Murrays meet with several groups : . • 
• 
was inspired by one ,panic.ular in- of students over a period of two • EARN $13-2Qhr., FLE~X .. hrs. 
structor-.his Re~edie~ in~t:pIcto!" ; months eac9,yeaF; ' ., ; ~ .~, I <'.1-.. ' .. 
Professor· Kilkenny. Mi: Murray . < , Over the yeats, the MurrJys . : .,. , " .II',. • '-'i . ... '.~ • 
reminisced: "He got the best out of have found an "extended family" in : ACe U REA 0 E R S : 
you, and he was always willing to their invitees. Mr. Murray has had • • 
give of himself." During Me. several occasions when lawyers who : (212) 228-7944 : 
Murray's third year, Professor attended a past dinner come up to : ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : 
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TUTORING AT MLK: A REWARDING EXPERIENCE t 
by Jeffrey Jackson 
The FordhamTutorial Program 
was started in 1988 with only 3 
tutors. This year, the program boasts 
over forty volunteers that tutor at 
Martin Luther King High School, 
located about three blocks from 
Fordham. In order to refresh their 
know ledge of basic high school sub-
ject matter Tutors undergo a brief 
training session. The number of 
hours each tutor spends at MLK is 
optional. Some spend one hour per 
week, others up to four hours per 
week. Students receive help in a 
variety of subjects, from fundamen-
tal English and mathematics to ad-
vanced calculus and chemistry. 
Many students at Martin Luther 
King find the program extremely 
helpful, since the tutors really show 
dedication and a willingness to help 
each student succeed. The program 
has been very successful in assist-
ing students in achieving there aca-
demic goals. One student who was 
flunking Englishreceived an 85 and 
passed the course after receiving 
assistance from a Fordham tutor. 
The program has been very produc-
tive and has assisted over 75 high 
school students in preparing for ex-
ams and completing there high 
school requirements. 
The tutorial program is not 
only for law students who want to 
pursue a career in public interest 
law. Many students who plan to 
practice in large firms actively par-
ticipate in the tutorial program. In 
fact, this program provides an ex-
c~llent opportunity for law student 
to participate in community service 
in a non-legal fashion. 
Lisa Cabbagestalk, a sec-
ond-year who currently runs the tu-
torial program, says "The law stu-
dents in the program are remarkable 
because they consistently demon-
strate their commitment to the pro-
gram by donating as much time as 
possible to help these students. It's 
a very rewarding experience to as-
sist a student in need of your help. 
The tutors are able to see the effect 
of their work as the student begins 
to understand the subject area 
andbegins to perform better on class 
exams. The need will be even greater 
next semester because of the severe 
budget cuts that most New York 
City schools have suffered this 
year." 
Daniel Karp, also a second 
year, tutored a Vietnamese immi-
grant in English this year. Accord-
ing to Karp, "It was a good program 
and it was a good way to help him to 
become acclimated with American 
Jewish Law Students 
Association: 
Who are they? What have they done for Fordham students lately? 
by Benjamin Waltuch, JLSA President 
In the fall of 1990, a small cessful off-campus event, a city-
group formed the Jewish Law Stu- wide Jewish law student event atthe 
dents Association to meet the needs Black Bass, orchestrated by Jason 
of Fordham's growing Jewish stu- Ciment. Over 150 Jewish law stu-
dent population. The Association's dents from the five New York City 
first goals were to record classes law schools attended, packing the 
held on the high-holidays and orga- bar and the sidewalk outside. Jason's 
nize social events catering to Jew- neon signs urged Jl:SA students to 
ish students from all sectors of Ju- make their parents happy by com-
daism. ing to meet their Jewish mates. 
Today, the JLSA does much In January, JLSA sponsored 
more. It sponsors prayer services, its fifth annual bagel bash in the 
bagel bashes, boozers, an outline atrium where the Fordham commu-
bank, and Talmud classes. JLSA nity broke modern bagel eating 
has also been involved in the audio records by consuming over 240 of 
taping of classes on all Jewish holi - "Mom's" bagels in under 2 hours. 
days, the closing of the law school The bash was enthusiastically at-
on Yom Kippur, and has co-spon- tended by members of the adminis-
sored a forum for Black-Jewish tration and student body. 
communication. Finally, JLSA acts The Jewish law student groups 
as a contact for Jewish groups like of New York City reconvened for 
United Jewish Appeal-Federation, more alcohol in March at the Crane 
State of Israel Bonds, and Dorot Club. This more spacious estab-
who contact JLSA students to vol- lishment was soon crowded with 
unteer time and donate money. law students on and around the dance 
This year JLSA started with a floor. Additionally, in March, the 
bang. In September, JLSA spon- UJA-federation invaded the cafete-
sored a movie night and a Dorot . ria with its annual campus fund-
High Holiday package delivery to raiser. Also pitched was member-
elderly people in our neighborhood. ship in UJA's young lawyer's divi-
October brought JLSA' s most suc- sion which sponsors lectures at large 
c¥lture as well as Jhe Engl~sh lan-
guage." 
Many first years have found 
the time to tutor . this year despite 
their busy schedules. Joanne Quino-
nes says this about tutoring "Al-
though first year has proven to take 
more time (and thought) than I ever 
anticipated, I have been able to de-
vote some time to participate in the 
Community Service Project's Tu-
toring Program at MLK High 
School. I've found my experience 
with the Tutoring Program to be 
both relieving and rewarding: re-
lieving in that it provides me with a 
mental break from the hectic 
first year world of contracts-torts-
ciy pro-property; rewarding in that 
it affords me the opportunity to in-
teract with the leaders of tomorrow. 
The motto of School Volunteer Pro-
grams, like the CSP Tutoring 
Project, is"Building Tomorrow's 
New York, Child by Child," -don't 
you want to do your part to help?" 
Maritza Rivera, a first year in the 
evening division, says "I made time 
to do something that I thought was 
important for the community, so I 
made the time to tutor. It doesn't 
take all that long, only a couple of 
hours a, week and it was very impor-
tant to me." 
law firms to allow lawyers and law 
students to network. 
Allan Gal per and has organized 
a group to go to Dorot on Sunday, 
April 9th to deliver Passover pack-
ages in the neighborhood. This ex-
perience was very worthwhile be-
cause it helps to close the gap be-
tween the generations (Dorot). 
Additionally, JLSA provided 
Kosher for Passover lunches in 
Room 316 from April 17th through 
20th from 12-2 P.M. The lunches 
were prepared by Ross Zelman and 
Benjamin Waltuch, and included an 
all-you-can-eat buffet of Matzoh, 
macaroons, cheese, fruit, vegetables 
and assorted other Kosher for Pass-
over products. JLSAserveda record 
157 students served on Passover 
1994. This year JLSA actively so-
licited Jewish faculty & Alumni to 
join with JLSA students for lunch 
and informal discussions. 
JLSA also sponsors a variety 
of activities which take place con-
tinuously throughout the school 
year. First, afternoon services take 
place Monday through Thursday at 
3:50 P.M. in the SBA conference 
room(room24). Skullcaps & prayer 
books are provided. Second, Tues-
days at noon Rabbi Shmuel Rodkin 
of Amudei Ohr leads an advanced 
Talmud class in the SBA confer-
ence room studying the tractate of 
Kethuboth. Rabbi Rodkin analyzes 
Next year, the Project hopes 
, J. 
to use the services of even more 
students. Remember, the experi-
ence is extremely rewarding and 
employers are impressed by com-
munity service activities. If you are 
interested, please call Jeffrey Jack-
son at the Community Service 
PrQject at 636-6970. Hope to see 
you next year! 
The Tutorial Project would 
liketo thank all of those who helped 
us out this year! 
Henry Bell 
Peter Schlechter 
Stacey Finger 
Artemis Anninos 
Dov Goldman 
Sharon Edwards 
Joanne Quinones 
Suzanna Byrne 
Craig Finger 
Sinmon MaIko 
Brian Lauck 
Christy Pardo 
Eli Curi 
Lisa Stanger 
Todd Siegel 
Abigail Seda 
Dawn Cummings 
Jigar Parikh 
Adrienne Meisels 
Kira Watson 
Edward Smith 
Jon Rauchway 
Eric Baer 
Rob Neufeld 
John Hanes 
Jeff Jackson 
Laura Driese 
Wayne Heller 
Marisol Abuin 
Daniel Karp 
Mike Murelli 
Anthony Cicia 
Maritza Rivera 
Joe Sponholz 
Gary Meyer 
Steven Spencer 
Dennis Oswell 
Clay Pierce 
Dawn Gilbert 
Jewish law dealing with documen-
tation, witnesses, legal status, courts 
and Jewish holidays. Rabbi Rodkin 
also provides Rabbinical counsel-
ing when approached by JLSA stu-
dents. Third, lL Mark 
Salzberg(x7587) arranges a group 
that attends Friday night prayer ser-
vices at Bnei Jeshrin conservative 
synagogue on 86th Street. The ser-
vice at Bnei Jeshrin combines as-
pects from Orthodox, Conservative, 
Reform, and reconsrtructionist Ju-
daism. People sing and dance up 
and down the aisles every Friday ' 
night. Finally, Karin Roth super-
vises JLSA's outline bank that is in 
the process of · being replenished 
with current outlines. 
On Monday, April 24th Allan 
Gal per was elected JLSA President, 
with Mark Salzberg as Vice Presi-
dent and Ross Zellman Vice Presi-
dent in charge of communications. 
JLSA has come a long way 
since its inception. In addition to 
lobbying the administration for its 
special interests and services, JLSA 
arranges both religious and social 
activities. It is our hope that in the 
future JLSA will continue to act as 
a motivator for not only the Jewish 
student population but for the entire 
Fordham Law school Community. 
From the Editors 
The Final Version 
Well, here we are with the final issue of the Advocate for the school 
year 1994-95. It has been an extremely interesting year - full of progress, 
full of controversy, full of all the good things one can conceive in an 
institution like this -like graduation!!! What makes this issue unique is not 
only the fine features we have on alumni Archibald Murray and the 
Honorable Jaime Rios, but other exciting features like the special pullout 
section. Submitted by Dean Riley's office, the series of articles detail the 
stories of some of the many impressive women that have passed through 
these halls. We were delighted to participate in the project and to bring this 
to you. We trust that you will treasure it as a keepsake. 
Congratulations ... 
to all those appointed to editorial positions on the journals and moot 
court board! This includes all those who will serve on the Board of the 
Advocate next year. Jeffrey Ja"ckson, Editor-in-Chief, David Bowen, 
Managing Editor, Lydie Pierre-Louis, Business/Advertising Editor, Craig 
A. Rogers, Editor Emeritus, Catherine Manion, Poet Laureate ... 
And, last but not least, congratulations and all the best to the 
graduating CLASS OF 1995!!!! 
Dean Vairo to Take Sabbatical 
The Advocate staff wishes to congratulate Associate Dean Georgene 
Vairo on her sabbatical to Loyola Law School in California next year. We 
are sure that we echo the sentiments of all students who knew Dean Vairo 
that she not only always ready to help but was keenly effective in her 
assistance of us. We know that she will be capably replaced by Professor 
Michael Martin, who Dean Feerick describes as a "leader in moving the 
school forward academically." 
Letter from the Editor 
» 
It has been an enormous pleasure to serve as Editor-in-Chief of the 
Advocate, over the past year. We trust that we have served the community 
well. This community can, and will, withstand any discord it faces, both 
inside and out - that is nothing new. However, some have chosen to 
express their opinions by snatching, on three separate occasions(and two 
separate issues) copies of the our paper, ostensibly to prevent others from 
reading them. On or about Friday March 3, about 200 copies of the Feb. 
27 issue were taken from our stand. Some were mysteriously returned on 
Sunday March 5. Later that month, on or about March 17, I placed 
approximately 300 issues in the stand, only to have them disappear the 
very next day, never to return . The third instance of theft occurred after 
I placed another 300 of the March 28 issue in the stand on or about April 
20. Just two days later, they vanished. It does not take a rocket scientist 
to deduce that the issues were deliberately taken - but we wish those who 
took them thought about the fact that they were illegally violating the 
rights of others. We are not alone in our chagrin. (See Letter to the Editor.) 
This great institution deserves better behavior than that. Only by free 
expression, not by censorship, can disagreements be completely resolved. 
We trust that we have seen the last of such dastardly tactics. 
Despite the unfortunate occurrences just elaborated, this was a 
memorable year for Fordham Law School and the Advocate. We were 
graced with the presence of Dean Nitza Milagros Escalera, who has been 
continued on page9 
Letters to the Editor" 
Dear Editor: 
I know that the February 27, 1995 issue oft theAdvocate provoked 
some controversy and that a number of copies were removed from 
circulation by an unknown individual or individuals. I would like to 
emphasize the Law School's policy of encour'aging candid discussion of 
all ideas and opinions -- even those that arouse strong emotion and debate 
-- and respect-for differing views. AJso, I wish to express to the Advocate · 
the School's regret over the missing copies and our thanks to the members 
of Advocate's staff for their dedicated service this year. 
Sincerely, 
John D. Feerick 
April 30, 1995 • The Advocate 
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David Bowen, our Inquiring Photographer, asks: 
"How was your year at Fordham?" 
"It has been a very productive year, I 
have had the opportunity to work with a 
lot of Fordham students on some terrific 
community service projects." 
-Lisa Cabbagestalk 
. 2nd Year Day 
" 
"My 2nd year at Fordham has disproved the 
myth about law school. After first year it just 
gets harder. Second years not only have to 
contend with their courseload but also spend a 
great deal of time honing their skills in the 
hope of attracting an employer. Fordham has 
created both a challenging and rewarding ex-
perience. " 
-Marlo Young 
2nd Year Day 
"My 2nd year of law school was busy but "(1 •• :) 
, . 
enjoyable. I had the opportunity to do ~(hq ~1 1 
ipteresting work outside of school and still 
find time to relax and ,enjoy myself this 
year." 
-Pam Waterkotte 
2nd Year Day 
'J' 
, " 
-Recycling at Fordham--
continued from page 1 
of the charitable students' efforts." 
''To carry out the project, vol-
unteers were solicited from the likes 
of the Environmental Law Forum 
(now Journal) members. We-Can 
boxes, with bags inside them, were 
set up allover the Law School and 
the Lowenstein building, with col-
lecting done by students. The bags 
would be gathered from various 
points in the buildings and brought 
to Lowenstein for pickup by We-
Can. 
tion started its program. 
Dean Judith O'Sullivan re-
members: "My first memo, ad-
dressing all students and staff, went 
out on July 29, 1991. Posters were 
created in blue-and-white to famil-
iarize and inform people as to what 
would be recycled. O'Sullivan 
hasn't bothered to put more posters 
up because she said "people are 
pretty familiar with [the program] 
now." The program has expanded 
since 1991. Mter initial problems, 
including a lack of paper collec-
The project, beginning in Au- tion, the program "works quite 
gust 1990 and lasting about a year, smoothly now in terms of cans, 
was "very successful," claims glass and paper." 
Joanna. "In that year we had raised The Recycling Tools and 
a good amount of money for 'We- Their Location 
can.' It might have been as much as Recycling receptacles are or-
a thousand dollars." By the next dered from regular supply catalogs 
school year, starting in 1991, the of places that sell recycling equip-
school took over the recycling pro- rrient. Fordham specifies the label-
gram and ended the students' (and ling in order to separately collect 
We-Can's)involvement,according materials. Currently, the different 
to Watman. receptacles that can be found 
Watman applauded the people throughout the buildings are for 
who helped out, including those waste, glass, white paper and cans. 
from the administration and main- Then, there are the "newspaper" 
tenance personnel whose "recep- bins which are black and stackable. 
tive" attitude allowed the program Segregation of non-white paper has 
to take root. not yet started in the Law School. 
Administration Takes Over Where, occasionally, receptacles 
Upon taking over the cans- are found labelled "paper" and oth-
only program instituted by the stu- ers "white paper" that is, possibly, 
dents, the Administration expanded because part of the label fell off. 
the program - making it the first The school also has the optionr9f 
full-fledged recycling program ever ' selling to private vendors, but only 
at the University. Recycling has, newspapers and white paper. In 
since, become policy throughout addition to the "white paper" re-
the university and mandatory ceptacles in the hallways, each ad-
throughout the City. New York ministrative office, which includes 
City started requiring recycling af- law journals, has a little black -and-
ter the Law School's Administra- white plastic receptacle that hooks 
ANNUAL AALSA 
SPRING DINNER 
More than 100 people attended 
the Asian American Law Students 
Association's ("AALSA") Spring 
Dinner in the Atrium on Friday, 
March 24, 1995. The keynote speak-
ers were the Honorable Denny Chin, 
United States District Judge for the 
Southern District ofN ew Y o,rk, and 
Rockwell Chin, Supervising Attor-
ney of the New York City Commis-
sion on Human Rights and founder 
of the Asian American Bar Asso-
ciation of New York. 
Judge Chin, a Fordham Law 
School alumnus and former adjunct 
professor of legal writing at 
Fordham, is the first Asian Ameri-
can to be appointed to the federal 
bench outside of the Ninth Circuit. 
Judge Chin said that the response he 
received to his appointment from 
the community at large has made 
him realize that he is a "trailblazer" 
to many Asian Americans, although 
he does not feel like one. Judge 
Chin noted that AALSA has grown 
tremendously since he help found 
AALSA at Fordham Law school 
more than 15 years ago. He en-
couraged AALSA in its efforts to 
increase its activities and contacts 
with alumni. 
Rockwell Chin, an active 
member of the Asian American le-
gal community, helped initi9J:e the 
Asian Crime Victims Project-a pro 
bono project that provides outreach 
and translation services to Asian 
crime victims. Mr. Chin organized 
the first Asian American Policy 
Roundtable at City Hall, in con-
junction with Mayor Dinkins' Of-
on to the regular wastebasket. Those, 
too, bear the label "white paper." 
Blue-and-white containers are 
also used for collection of ~'glass 
only." Their placement was coordi-
nated by Charles McNiff, Facilities 
Operations' Assistant-Director who 
worked closely with the Adminis-
tration on the recycling project when 
it first started. Facilities Operations 
processes the Lincoln Center Cam-
pus' garbage as well as deals with the 
City's mandatory recycling rules. 
Those containers are intended for 
food processing areas such as the 
Cafeterias and the kitchen on the 4th 
floor Faculty Reading Room, though 
some can be seen strategically placed 
elsewhere around the school. Un-
fortunately, many blue containers 
disappeared during last summer's 
construction. 
In general, the placement of the 
receptacles, is a "matter of coriunon 
sense." Basically, there are two sets 
on each floor, but the Administra-
tion checks out periodically to see 
where the receptacles are and makes 
assessments as to changes, if any. 
The Advocate's' investigation re-
vealed a number of mismatched re-
ceptacles, including missing "White 
Paper" newspaper, cans and glass 
bins. 
Dean O'Sullivan indicated that 
the receptacles occasionally got 
moved around by workmen, stu-
dents, or faculty. "My office gets 
stuck pushing them back into place 
or telling Facilities Operations to 
put them back. So sometimes, let's 
say, the "white paper" container will 
get separated from the set," explained 
O'Sullivan. When that happens, 
April 30, 1995 • The Advocate 
additional receptacles are purchased 
periodically. "Sometimesitishelp-
ful when we see things moved be-
cause it tells us that some recep-
tacles should be in a certain area 
because that is where they are being 
used. Other times it's just a pain in 
the neck that people have bothered 
to move them in a way that they are 
less accessible." 
The Recycled Materials 
The collection of the various 
recyclables is regularly done. Fa-
cilities Operations claims that the 
Law School is done three times a 
week - on Mondays, Wednesdays 
and Fridays - while Lowenstein and 
the Dormitory are cleared on a druly 
basis. Also daily, but for this end 
throughout all the buildings, is the 
collection of regular waste. 
All of the recyclables are taken 
to the loading dock area which is 
located in the Dormitory building. 
There, they are separated into dif-
ferent containers which are marked 
correspondingly. The loading dock 
staff separates cans, bottles, white 
paper and newspaper. Interestingly, 
there is a fifth recycling material of 
no lesser importance, cardboard. 
"We generate a lot of card-
board within the two buildings. 
Mostly, all deliveries for the differ-
ent departments are made in card-
board boxes. The City mandates us 
to discard of it properly, " explained 
McNiff. For recycling purposes, a 
cardboard baler (a machine that 
crushes the cardboard into 50 pound 
bales and bounds it with wire) is 
used. Things "work smoothly since 
we have gotten the baler," indicated 
continued from page 9 
Judge Denny Chin converses with Fordham LawStudents 
fice. Mr. Chin currently chairs the 
Civil Rights Committee of the Na-
tional Pacific American Bar Asso-
ciation. He urged AALSA members 
to get involved with local commu-
nity issues. 
After everyone enjoyed a deli-
cious Korean dinner, outgoing · 
AALSA President, Peter Ching 
thanked the Fordham community 
for its support and commended the 
work of the outgoing AALSA board 
members: Ravind Karamsingh, So 
Young Lee, Keum Park, and Shobha 
Varughese. He also announced the 
new Board members for 1995-96: 
Doris Chang, Samuel Cheng, Linda 
Cheung, Jae K. Lee, and Naeem 
Vargo. 
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The Outreach Committee of 
the Fordham Battered Women's Ad-
vocacy Project had its first meeting 
on March 20, 1995. The Battered 
Women's Advocacy Project assists 
women in obtaining temporary and 
permanent orders of protection 
against their batterers in courts 
throughout the five boroughs. In 
further support of these women, 
Outreach Committee members will 
be travelling to women's shelters to 
counsel them about the services and 
legal opportunities available to 
them. 
Beginning this summer, 
Outreach Committee members wi1l 
speak to groups of women staying 
in shelters to demystify the proce-
dures for obtaining orders of pro-
tection in both family and criminal 
court and explain the differences 
between the systems. They will 
also familiarize the women with 
their rights to custody, visitation, 
child, and spousal support and the 
basic elements of such proceedings. 
In the fall, the Committee plans to 
organize drives to collect clothing, 
blankets, and toiletries for these 
women and tqeir children, who of-
ten leave the batterer in circum-
stances which prevent them from 
taking any belongings. One such 
drive organized by Renee 
Henderson proved enormously suc-
cessful, providing a vanload of sup-
plies to an uptown shelter. 
The Outreach Committee 
will have its second meeting in early 
June and encourages the Fordham 
community to join it in making an 
immediate, positive difference in 
the lives of battered women. Train-
ing involves a minimal amount of 
time, and members may participate 
in outreaches according to the de-
mands of their schedules. Anyone 
int~rested in attending the meeting 
or in further information should call 
Susan Rogerson at (718) 545-7626 
or Stacey Sabo at (212) 636-7437. 
. , . 
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Recycling 
continued from page 7 
we have gotten the baler," indicated 
McNiff. "But before, we had to 
flatten and tie ' the cardboard our-
selves which cost us a lot .of man-
hours." 
The processing of other mate-
rials has had its problems in the past 
to.o. "One time I had t.o complain 
with regard to white paper because, 
whoever it was that was picking it 
up, was dumping it into the same 
bags as the garbage," lamented 
O'Sullivan. All the recycling mate-
rials are picked up by the same 
private carter. The school pays the 
pick up charge to the carters. We 
get a rebate on the cans and the 
carter sells to others. Though the 
carters can profit greatly, their profit 
margins can be affected by a down-
turn in a recyclable market, i.e. a 
surplus of newspapers driving the 
sale price down. 
While the carters charge a fee 
t.o transport, the City will make pick 
ups once a week for free. "We're 
working to set up s.omething with 
the City now - to have them d.o the 
pickups," explained McNiff. "Be-
fore, the City never really got in-
volved in it. .. We have to be very 
careful with r~gard to how we sepa-
rate. We are not always that lucky 
. to have containers in different areas 
that are marked "recyclables," 
"white paper" and "paper" so that 
the proper items go into the proper 
containers. If we would have the 
City d.o the pick up, we would be 
taking a big risk .of a fine by New 
York City's Sanitation Department. 
So we're trying to work out s.ome-
thing with them now - I've met with 
them already. We're actually wait-
ing for approval from Sanitation for 
pick up. Possibly, within a couple 
of months they will start picking 
up. " At this point the Sanitation 
Department picks up our trash but 
not our recyclables. 
A recent investigati.on by the 
Advocate of receptacles in the Law 
Scho.ol found that regularly most 
receptacles are somewhat "contami-
nated" with either recyclables of 
another type or plain garbage. 
The Advocate Survey of Re-
cycling Conduct 
A sample of twenty people 
were surveyed by the Advocate. 
Most pe.ople surveyed said that they 
tried to recycle cans at school when 
in the cafeteria and around the build-
ing. Some admitted that they did 
not go out of their way to do this 
with cans when drinking in the li-
brary or classrooms (both techni-
cally unauthorized acts, we might 
add). M.ost .of th.ose surveyed indi-
cated that they recycle white paper 
when it is convenient. Unfortu-
nately, since tbere is so much paper 
to get rid of and the receptacles are 
only a few per floor, much paper 
gets thrown away in the garbage. 
People who said this stated that they 
would recycle but paper gets thrown 
out too many times a day to go to the 
end of the floor to a receptacle every 
time. One person said she brings 
paper from home to put in our 
recycling bins. Urban Law Journal 
("UU") editors said that they all 
were good about recycling but the 
recycling attachments were not well 
labeled, therefore a l.ot of paper got 
thrown in the garbage. 
The Advocate Inquiry 
Workers involved in the col-
lection of recyclable materials un-
derscore thi.s picture. Fernande 
Glen-Gilles, an empl.oyee of 
Fordham University with almost 17 
years of service, pointed out that 
there are so many cans in the regular 
garbage, she was able 1.0 redeem a 
large amount herself. Another 
empl.oyee, echoing Glen-Gilles 
opinion, declared that many cans 
can be found in the regular garbage, 
especially in the classrooms and the 
faculty offices. The employee went 
on to state that she .once earned 
about $10 a week in each building 
Lawyers are frequendy involved in escrow arrange-
ments that help clients perform their contracts. 
Lawyers are also expected to serVe as' escrow agents. 
When a client entrusts escrow money with a lawyer-
like the down payment on the purchase of a home-
court rules require that the escrow be safeguarded in 
a lawyer's special bank account. 'Clients can also be 
protected with carefully drafted escrow agreeme:uts. 
• There's also the New York Lawyers' Fund, which 
protects clients if a lawyer misuses an escrow or other 
client property .• Want to know more? Call or write 
for our free pamphlet, I(now Your Escrow Rights. 
The Lawyers' Fund for Client Protection 
of the State of New Yorl< 
Fifty-Five Elk Street, Albany, New York 12210 • (518) 474-8438 (Toll-free NYS 1-800-442-FUND) 
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by redeeming the cans. 
While the Advocate's investi-
gation didn't go S.o far as t6 examine 
this latter probability, nor the 
faculty's recycling habits, we can 
confirm the classroom situation. In 
the classrooms, where there are no 
separate recycling receptacles, the 
garbage cans contain a variety of 
waste, including valuable 
recyclables. [On the night we in-
vestigated, as minimum of five t.o 
ten cans remained in smaller class-
room garbage cans and on desks, 
and over ten in larger classrooms. 
Multiplied by the number of class-
rooms over a twenty-four hour pe-. 
riod, and that amounts to hundreds 
ofunrecycled cans per day!] Dean 
O'Sullivan shared our chagrin on 
this fact: "It seems to me that since 
we have the Fordham receptacles in 
the hallways on the classroom lev-
els - unless they get moved - people 
shouldn't be doing that. The regu-
lar waste baskets in the classrooms 
are basically for the usual or occa-
sional garbage. Presumably, the 
students should be aware of that." 
In further explaining why re-
cycling receptacles are not placed 
in the classrooms, Judith stated that 
: "Students are not supposed to 
have food and drink in the class-
rooms, but, of course they do." As 
regards paper, the "white paper" 
continued on page 13 
FROM THE EDITOR 
continued from page 5 
a class act in her short stay here -
and who has invited n.othing but 
acc.olades from her boss, Dean 
Feerick. The Moot Co~rt Board 
gave the school not one, but tw.o, 
unprecedented nati.onal champi.on-
ships, as well as impressive show-
ings in other competitions. We had 
an opportunity to have, via inter-
view, Dean Feerick's vision of what 
Fordham will be like in seven years 
- bigger, better, one of the nation's 
best. 
The Advocate Will Continue 
The Advocate, as the mast-
head says, has been the official pa-
per of Fordham since 1967. Few 
W.ould dispute that an active, effi-
cient student newspaper enhances 
the information dissemination, mo-
rale and identity of any scho.ol. 
However, this scho.ol's newspaper 
has had an erratic history - i.e., one 
year active, the next virtually non 
existent. Such is the fate of an 
organization depending on the in-
centive and volunteer spirit of its 
members. However, we W.ould like 
to change that. Last year's staff 
requested, and this year we acquired, 
c.ourtesy of the school, our own 
Desktop Publishing Equipment. For 
the first time, we have laid out every 
issue of the paper in our offices 
without having to engage in costly 
continued on page 13 
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Commentary' 
Should·Affirmative Action Go? 
By Donovan Griffiths 
A contentious debate is brew- believe that over the past 30 years ous, and remedies were provided in day whites ' are not suffering be-
ing in Congress and all over America has become a color blind these cases. According to Mr. cause of actions taken by their an-
America about the merits of affir- society. ,Thus, they see no urgent Blumrosen, "many of the cases were cestors, but are in fact enjoying the 
mative action programs instituted need for affirmative action. the result of a disappointed appli- legacy their ancestors left behind. 
in the late 1960' s . . Already, Re- The first argument hinges on cant failing to examine his or her Every economic study that this 
publican presidential candidates are the fallacy that white men are being own qualifications, and erroneously writer has come across dearly indi-
vowing a frontal attack on affirma- victimized wholesale by affirmative assuming that when a woman or cates that whites are "reaping the 
tive action, and numerous com- action. It depends on inflating every minority got the job, it was because benefits" of their foreparents' ac-
mentators, seething with pent up discomfort experienced by white men of race or sex~ not qualifications." tions while blacks are still "endur-
resentment, have quickly framed into a national tragedy. Affirmative Another Labor Department re- ing the consequences" of their 
the debate in a black-white con- action critics have no qualms in tak- port revealed that blacks were not foreparents' persecution. Even af-
text, fanning the polarizing issue ing the position that it is abominable overrunning the workplace. Blacks ter the institution of affirmative ac-
. of race. for a white man in America to carry are only 1.4% of all architects, 3.3% tion, two reports released by the 
Opponents of affirmative ac- an ounce of the discrimination that of all lawyers, 3.6% of all natural U.S. Census Bureau showed that 
tion have essentially argued for its over centuries have been strapped scientists, 3.7% of all engineers, unemployment rates within the 
demise from four fronts. First, onto the backs of blacks and women. 4.2% of all doctors, and 5% of all black community have remained 
they allege that it fosters reverse They would have a compelling argu- college professors. On the other twice those of whites, one-third of 
discrimination; that is, white men ment if, for example, the cases of hand, white men, who constitute all black families (including 46% of 
have become the target of discrimi- reverse discrimination were spiral- roughly 37% of the American popu- black children) still live in poverty, 
natory practices. Second, they ing out of control or blacks in over- lace, account for over 70% of the and blacks earn much less than 
maintain that present day whites whelming numbers were replacing individuals in these professions. whites in all jobs and at all levels. 
should not suffer for the actions of white men in the workplace. But the They also, according to The Glass Meanwhile, the income and stan-
their foreparents. They had noth- reality is far different. Ceiling COImnission (a bipartisan dard Qfliving ofwhitefarililies have 
ing to do with what transpired cen- A recent Labor Department re- commission created by Congress to grown steadily, especially as affir-
turies ago and should not be held port, prepared by Alfred Blumrosen, investigate discrimination on the mative action has allowed the grand-
accountable. Third, they contend a law professor at Rutgers Univer- workplace), hold 95% of the senior mothers, mothers, wives,girlfriends 
that affirmative action leads to sity, found that reverse discrimina- management jobs and command the and daughters of white men to ac-
employers and universities hiring tion was not widespread. Mr. highest salaries in most major in- quirehighpay~ngjobs. Today, white 
and admitting individuals solely Blumrosen foundapproxirp.ately 100 dustries ~ In addition, they comprise families are by far the largest ben-
• , J 
on the basis of color and not merit. reverse discrimi':lation cases among 80% of Rur C~mgress, . 90% of our eficiaries of affirmative action. 
They believe that the people hired over, ,3 ,000 ,discriminatiqn opinions S~nator~ and 100% of Qur ~resi - . T~e ,third argupIent. ~fl~~fipli.1 
or admitted ill these situations ~e by Federal, l?,istri~~ ~J}fi , App~~~ r de.p~l l1(. ':" I '.1' t, -,", ' , tive fl;ction critics is struJled ~ith 
maligned by their white counter- , Courts from 1990 to 1294. His re-:; . The second argument of affir; . hypocrisy. America has never been 
1 1 " . . '1 • 
parts and, as a consequence, suffer port revealed that II\ost of the revers~ mati~e a~tj9n critics denies, reality: a country that rewarded indlvidua}~ , . 
indignities and problems of low discrimination ,?lajms l~cked merit; Contrary to wh,at they suggest, the entirely on their merit. Beforf ~fir 
se.1f-esteem. Finally, they strongly only six claims wet:e found meritori- plain truth is that, as a group, present continued on page 13 . .' 
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Review: Three Tall Women 
By Miles Marshall Lewis 
Three Tall Women, Edward her bills and other maid-lIke' duties. 
Albee's caustic play about a WomanC(JordanBaker)isayoung 
wealthy 92-year old widow reex- 25-yearoldattorney, new to the great 
ami~ing her fife, is a frequently mirth and melancholies life has in 
humorous and thought-provoking store: By the end of Three Tall 
siatementon the human condition. Women, it bec<;>mes clear that they 
The play is told through the inter- all represent phases of the same 
action of three tall women over the woman's life. 
'\vidow's deathbed but, to the This ambitious play has gar-
viewer, things may not appear to nered playwright Edward Albee (fa-
be as they seem until the play's mous for Who's Afraid of Virginia 
revelatory second half. The pay- Woolf?) the 1994 Pulitzer Prize for 
off is worth the temporary, mild Drama. It takes place on the day of 
confusion, however. the death of woman A. Before her 
I I ~.J 
The plot recalls an old riddle: stroke, she begins to recount the high-
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not h~~ pract~c~. _However, the more . and the reluctance to confrqnt it are _ close~ to' 'irutjgrity faculty. These 11, 
--Derrick Bell-- ·- .. 
continued/rom page 1 America failed in the post-War II deeply ingrained in the human institutions justify their actions by-. 
years to stand up for the rights of psyche. Most people are unwilling appearing.t6. earch for die prover- ' 
The Story of Tamar and t~e ;, -·African-Americans, the more vigi- to defy authority, ofto supportoth- bial all(~ ever-illusive "qualified" 
African-American Struggle (or:' l~nt Robeson became in his role as . ers ~hatdo,evenwhentheordersare minority. To this I can only echo 
Equality spokesman for the world's op- bad. This was concluded in the Maya Angleou's solemn words, "I 
The fici tional character of pressed. Robeson risked everything famous study by Stanley Milgram, wonder how we've come so far, to 
Tamar and her personal struggle in - and lost everything. He refused Obedience to Authority, in the wake this sad place." Educational insti-
demanding ' equality for the to temper his critique at a time when of the Nuremberg trials. Milgram tutions need to understand that the 
Low landers is juxapositioned the American "witch hunt" for Com- identified several reasons why. hu- quality or importance offaculty of-
against the Citadel Elders' centu- munist sympathizers ruined many man nature or social organization ten cannot be measured by "creden-
ries-old practice of excluding the of the country's vocal critics. The makes people unwilling to resist tials," but rather by the thought-
Lowlanders, from participating in media completely barred Robeson. authority figures, even when they provoking dialogue that is sparked 
the management of their country. His salary dropped form $100,000 hurt others and betray their own in the classroom during the interac-
The strong par~llel between Tamar's per annum to $6,000 per annum. consciences in the process. Milgram tive-nexus bewteen the student and 
struggle and the struggle for Afri- Congress denounced him and he discovered thatthe tendency to deny the professor. And more impor-
can-American rights in America is was repeatedly threatened with vio- responsibility forone' s actions were tantly, by the lives of the students 
easily apparent. But equally appar- 1ence. The government had the F.B.I. rationalized by (1) an individual that are irreversably altered in the 
ent are the consequences of such follow him and intercept his mail, who was "only following orders;" process. 
struggles. The Lowlander~ never and phone conversations. Finally (2) the need to belong and be ac- On behalf of the generations 
achieved equality and ironically, nor he was denied the right to leave the cepted; and (3) the social mores that that are sure to follow the examples 
have African-Americans. Whathas country . Virtually alone, his career prevail at home, at school, and at of the courageous men and women 
been acheived are pervasive, sys- in ruins,Robesonangrilyresponded work, which punish dissent and non- both black and white who have 
temic maneuvers either by design to a reporter's inquiry as to why he conformity. Thus, most people's fought in the courtrooms, and in the 
or coincidence, that destroysnotthe didn't "apologize" for his political willingness to follow authority is boardrooms, so that we may stand 
individual per se, but the will, the views by stating, "is that what you fundamental to social order. Pro- upon their shoulders and share in 
soul, in the words of Du Bois, "the want? For me to bend and bow and fessor Bell indicates that Gloria their accomplishments as we walk 
very essence of the struggle." This shuffle along and be a nice, kindly Steinem writes in Revolution/rom down the ivy-decked halls, in search 
concept is articulated through out colored man and say please when I Within , that "protest is a form of of the intellectual grail. This writer 
Professor Bell' s book intertwined ask for better treatment for my revolt." Steinem maintains that can only say, thank you. May we 
with insights into the lives of nu- people?-Well, it doesn't work." "self-esteem is the most revolution- strive to remember why" the solo 
merous black activists. Perhaps the The last years of Robeson' s life were ary of qualities." Obedience is cre- protester protests and not merely 
most disturbing is the story of Paul dominated by mental and physical ated by systems and ideological con- how. And may we, in our own small 
RobesQn ' and .his ostracism by illness. Severe depression caused structs that weaken a person's be- way, take exception to injustice, -
America. Robeson's story is so him to try to take his own life, con- lief in his or her own merit. . irrespective of the varied and subtle 
disquieting that 'the reader is left fined him to a m.ental institution and Professor Bell asserts that the forms that it may take, and may We 
with)li prevruent feeling of his de- then to his horne. 'While unable to solo protester risks both personal begin to tip the scales of justiCe on 
feat. '. I ':. ' ' determine a cause bf illness; his doc- security and group' identity; he or behalf of all Americans. 
The, A:n~togy to ,Paul Rbbeson tors were never able to disc(!)unt die ' she faces esttangement from those * * * 
r! l Ro'besoh;s ~tOrYi hears1mhny'l! contribution of the years of public t whO- resent IWs' willingness to take 'Lift up yourfaces, Y€JU have apier~ing ' 
parall~lsto Professor Bell's: Pro- hostility to his poor health: ~ risks that they will not take. Only need 
fessor B6l1 uses Robeson's life as) Similarly,ProfessorBell'spro- time can vindicate the men and For this bright "JOming dawning for. 
anex~lIiipieofhors~ietycancom- test has drawn not only the public's women whodaredl~o 'standandpro- you. 
pletely ostracize an individual be- critiCIsm but also the ostracism of test loudly rather than quietly con- History, despite its wrenching pain, , 
Cannot be unlived, but if faced 
cause of his beliefs to the point both enemies and friends. As Pro- form. Years later these valiant men 
. . With courage, need not be lived again. 
where the inoividuaI no longer pos- fessor Bell indicates, there are often and women may. well be hailed for 
-Maya Angelou 
sess the will to live. Paul RC)beson hostile respOnses from ' friends and their courage, but can that suffice 
was a world renowned singer and associates which are not only unex- for the agony that they experienced? 
actor. He was also a Columbia pected but more devastating to the Ostracism is sure to follow such 
UniversityLawSchoolgraduateand protester's psyche than an attack protesters. And deep within the 
a Rhodes Scholar. Robeson de- from known enemies. Always the observer's minds long after the rea-
voted the later years of his life, in explanation from those friends is son for the protest is forgotten, as 
the pre-civil rights era of the 1950's that the protester has gone too far. the observer sits in judgment, all 
to campaigning against the often Professor Bell indicates, that this that shall linger is the protester him-
violent manifestations of racism in was the situation that occured with self, and not the reason for his pro-
. the United States. Robeson worked Dr. Martin Luther King. King was test. With time the issues would 
to end lynching, the Korean War, neither surprised nor ultimately have become blurred and will even-
Jim Crow laws, colonialism in Af- shaken by the hostility to his outspo- tually be absorbed in the social struc-
rica, and discrimination in immi- ken opposition to the Vietnam War. ture. And the solo protester would 
gration, labor laws, and in baseball. In his famous Letter from a Bir- have been banished to remain for-
He took a strong stance against seg- mingham Jail, King responded to ever outside the social order as he 
regation, refusing to perform in the clergy members who charged that perpetually gazes through the look-
South or a'nywhere audiences were his marches were "disruptive and ing glass demanding to be-heard. 
segregated. Martin Duberman, the ill-timed," He responded by stating, Lessons Not to be Forgotten 
author bf Robeson's biography, "all too many leaders were more Thestruggles.qfi,ndividualpro~ 
writes "Robeson moved from the cautious than courageous and re- testers such ... as Proft1~sor ,at;V'S 
view that his own accomplishments mained silt(nt behindthe anesthetiz- should not be.dis9quntt;d no~ !or~ 
would open doors for others to the ' ing SGcurity 'of stained-glass win- gotten. They sh~d ;sFrv~. as . ~-
--Murray--
continued/rom page 2' 
. study on particular topics. 
For recreation, he enjoys play-
ing tennis with his wife, Kay, and 
travelling. The Murrays are plan-
ning a trip "home" to the Caribbean 
this year. 
extentthatthedoors'remainedfinnly daws, '" ~ . J minder ,Qf how f'l£.,we<havt? ~.ome,., 
secured/ those who had somehow f The Lif~. of t~e ~olq P,qtest~r ,'. and, how miIcn r~mai~ ,to . qy !~q- , [w,·...,. ..... ;" 
p1lshed 4:hroug"tr them, had 'to' see to.t1 'J -fTPr<?-fes~r B:eU : s~tes tha,t the , complished,. Itrjs djsh~M~~ni~.g;t~'l! ,,' ~,"""!1I'n ~":LLI,C'LS.IL" 
their pertnAfientdismantlirig-as priJ ' soJo prQtyster:rn;u&t~xpect ~riticis~ ; in this age of.~d.v,apsed . ip~ellect\lal l 
rfiary obHgation:':' iRobes~I1' cbntin- · ... from tl;lose Jt1Slt dq .IlQtleel tpe,sarpe.' enlightenment th~tJ~fAoors oK~ome ." 
uetl·'td '~tie~ in ,tlie inspir.ational" U'&~~~.Y. jaF¥1 will~n~ne&s}o ~<,tpi-•. of our country' s mO~JJJr~ed~H;tsti- I, 
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MAKING A DIFFERENCE -
JUDGE JAIME RIOS by that? "From the moment you step into my courtroom, it has an 
impact." By "it" he is referring to 
the presence of a Latino justice in 
the Supreme Court. With "it," he 
has gained the respect of colleagues 
in the profession, those working in 
the courtroom, the families of the 
defendants and the defendants them-
selves. He has given hope to aspir-
ing minority students and the confi-
dence that they too can succeed. 
by Diana L. Carbonell 
"Do you want to grab some-
thing to eat?", Justice Jaime Rios 
asks as I scramble to put my coat on. 
Of course he must be starving, after 
all, it's 8:15 p.m. and he has had a 
full day in the Supreme Court of 
Queens County, Criminal Division. 
Mter that, he travelled all the way to 
Fordham to teach his renowned 
Landlord Tenant course. 
"Sure," I respond, not know-
ing what was next. Mter all, this 
solves the problem of knowing 
where to conduct the interview. 
Much like his professional life, Jus-
tice Rios has thought of everything. 
It's therefore no wonder that he was 
honored with the Dean Andrew 
Rivera Award by the Latin Ameri-
can Law Students Association this 
year for his outstanding service and 
accomplishments for the Latino 
community. When as~ed about the 
honor he laughed, "it figures I'd get 
an award named for a guy who's 
leaving the next day." In all hon-
esty, he highly respects Dean Rivera, 
and if anyone understands the mean-
ing of an award such as this, it's 
Justice Jaime Rios. 
Although he wasn't the first 
in his family in the field of law (his 
grandfather was the Magistrate of 
Puerto Rico) he has certainly ex-
ceeded any of the expectations of 
his former teachers. "There was no 
encouragement given to the Latino 
community," he says disappoint-
edly. In high school, we weren't 
told about the entrance exams to 
prestigious schools like Stuyvesant 
or Bronx Science. They told us to go 
to vocational schoo1." Unfortu-
nately, the attitude continued on 
through college. "I went to City 
College before open admission, and 
teachers in that system told me that 
I should be a social worker or a 
teacher." 
Despite the discouragement, 
Justice Rios successfully obtained 
his Bachelors degree and went on to 
get a Masters degree from N ew York 
University while working as a 
teacher for the New York State · 
Department of Education. "Sure I 
followed that program for a while, 
until I realized that the people in 
powerweren't any better than I was. 
The realization was that people with 
authority were trying to mislead 
me." He entered Fordham Law 
School in 1974. 
. Raised on Kelly Avenue in 
the Bronx, Rios always set the stan-
dard for others as the first of his kind 
to do something. While at Fordham, 
he was the first to organize a Puerto 
Rican Law Students Association 
(former members who recently re-
united to celebrate Rios' award in-
cluded: the Honorable Cira Martinez 
of the Family Court, Frank Munoz, 
Counsel to the New York City Edu-
cation Department and Carmen 
Magrina, Esq.); as an Assistant Dis-
trict Attorney in Brooklyn, he was 
the only Puerto Rican out of about 
325 ADA's; he was the first Latino 
in years to be selected as an adjunct Chief Justice gets up and says, 'we 
professoratFordhamLaw,towhich should all recognize Justice Jaime 
he adds, "I consider myself to be a Ortiz for his great accomplish-
loyal person. Forciham gave me an . ments'" [emphasis added]. Despite 
education and opened doors." Not this minor setback, if one thing is 
surprisingly, he has r~mained in for certain, it's that everyone, in the 
close contact with the LALSA or- Queens Courthouse especially, 
ganization. Now he is the first Latino knows the name now, it's "Justice 
to be elected to the Supreme Court Jaime Rios". 
While Justice Rios states 
that he feels no pressure in his new 
position, he does concede that, "there 
is an expectation that you will con-
duct yourself in a judicious manner 
- in a non-controversial manner," 
with which he agrees. However, he 
does note that the negative side to 
this arrangement is that sometimes 
"things that you shouldn't speak 
about as a Justice are difficult to 
ignore as a human being." 
Regardless of these judi-
cially imposed restraints, Justice 
Rios has managed to maintain a 
comfortable balance where his prin-
ciples are never compromised. This 
is no easy task as he has served on 
all sides of many oftoday's burning 
of Queens County. "Do you know Sitting comfortably finish-
the beauty about this job? ," he asked ing an appetizer of "camarones 
me. (But how could I?) "I was ajillo" (that's shrimp and garlic 
elected. I ran for it and 350,000 sauce), Justice Rios went on to say 
people voted me in. Nobody can that the positive aspect of this posi-
ever say that I got this job because tion is that, "it strikes a blow for 
of tokenism or affirmative action." equality." And what does he mean 
Speaking of elections, in light 
Iti 
of the recent budget cuts to educa-
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tion that could adversely affect the 
Latino community, Rios conveyed 
his strong belief that students will 
continually be denied access to af-
fordable education until there are 
more elected officials who are rep-
resentative of the community. And, 
after all, he has a stake in the out-
come as the father of two daughters, 
aged 12 and 14. Being a role model 
for them remains important to Rios. 
However, it wasn't always easy to 
do so, given the circumstances that 
4 11'1 ful 01 
bologna 
bolt! 2 Foc:h and Ricci 34 Football player 
arose. 
Rios went on to describe 
some of the biggest obstacles he 
faced on the way to the Queens 
County Supreme Court. "Since I 
was always the first to do some-
thing, I had nobody to identify with. 
I was always the only Puerto Rican." 
When asked if he felt any pressure, 
he responded, "the pressure is in 
being a positive representative be-
cause everyone looks at you as a 
novelty." 
And what about once he 
got to the Supreme Court? It was 
still a little tough. He shared a story 
with me demonstrating the djsap-
pointing realities that still exist to-
day for many high pos!tioned mi-
norities. "There was a luncheon for 
Minority High School Students at 
the Queens Courthouse. All the 
justices had been invited and the 
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COMMEMORATIVE REPORT 
'FORDHAM 
LAW: 
HISTORY OF 
WOMEN 
Last year Fordham Law School celebrated 75 years 
of the admission of women to the School. This 
special insert to the Advocate has been prepared to 
provide the students and the Fordham comm~nity 
with a keepsake of the School's history and a sense 
of the important role women have had in it. 
,. 
BRIEF HISTORY OF WOMEN 
AT FORDHAM UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OFrLAW .. 
I n the September 22,1918 edition of The New York Times, Fordham Law School's usual, 
weekly . advertisement was supple-
mented with four words which 
would begin a new chapter in 
the School's history: "Courses Open 
to Women." By the start of classes 
on the following Thursday, eight 
women had enrolled in a class of 
320 to become the Law School's 
first female students. Out of this 
initial group, two women (Patricia 
A. O'Connell and , Mildred L. 
O'Connor), along with a transfer 
student (Ella L. Ralston), became 
the School's ' first women graduates 
in 1921. 
The Class of 1921 numbered 
119, and nine students received spe-
cial recognition, including Ella 
Ralston, who was awarded the prize 
for Highest Standing in her third 
year evening class. Ms. Ralston also 
achieved the distinction of being the 
first woman graduate of Fordham 
Law School to pass the New York 
State Bar. 
The Fordham University stu-
dent newspaper, The Ram, noted 
the presence of women at the 
Law School in its November 2, 
1918 edition: 
"A new feature of the School 
this year is that female students are 
being accepted. Several women 
aspirants to future legal prominence 
have availed themselves of this 
opportunity, and have been doing 
excellent work. The faculty have 
given out an unofficial statement 
that the "female of the species," if 
not "more deadly," in the words of 
Kipling, are at least the equals of 
the males." 
In those early years, the Law 
School was located on the twenty-
eighth floor of the Woolworth 
Building in lower Manhattan, 
which held the dual distinction of 
being the world's tallest sky-scraper 
and having the world's fastest eleva-
tors. The Dean was John Whalen 
and the University President was 
the Reverend Joseph A. Mulry, 
S.J., who was the Rector of the 
Fordham Jesuit community and the 
individual responsible for the 
admission of women. 
La S h I Fordham w o e . 00 Universi,ty. 
WOOLWORTH BLDG .. ~KW , '10." 
New York Times 
advertisement, 
September 22, 
1918. This was 
the first public 
announcement 
of women's 
admission to 
Fordham Law 
School. 
Afternoon Clane. 4s15 to 6&15 , 
Evening CI.,ses ' 7:"5 0 to 9:45 . 
COURSES OPEN to WOMEN 
Term Re~n" Sept. !8. ~A8E SY8TBIL 
WRITE FOR BULLETIN N. 
The annual tuition for the 1918-
19 academic year was $125.00, and 
the School offered three sessions: 
morning, afternoon, and evening. 
All students had an assigned seat, 
and if they were in attendance but 
not in their assigned seats, they were 
marked absent by a proctor. 
The Law School bulletin boast-
ed that the law library had "steady 
narural light by day and the most 
modern system of shaded artificial 
light for evening work... '.' It also 
proclaimed: "the location of the 
space on the 'twenty-eighth floor, 
looking north and west, with an 
unbroken view for many miles, and 
with quiet assured by the height 
above the street and the solid walls 
separating the library from other 
rooms, all contribute to its attrac-
tiveness and popularity." In addi-
tion to the library, there were three 
large classrooms on the 28th floor, 
the Dean's and Registrar's offices, 
and a smoking room. 
Though the School's physical 
plant may have offered few 
luxuries, other 0 than a magnificent 
view, it did offer an outstanding 
faculty. Among the most prominent 
full-time professors were H. Gerald 
Chapin, I. Maurice Wormser, John 
T. Loughran, Ignatius M. 
Wilkinson, and Frederick L. Kane. 
The adjunct faculty was equally 
renown and featured such notable 
figures in New York legal history as 
Francis X. Carmody, author of the 
authoritative practice and procedure 
r' book, ana Judge Joseph Crater, who 
one day stepped out of his home and 
vanished into the pages of history. 
His disappearance still ranks as one 
of the great unsolved mysteries of 
the century. 
In 1923, the Women',s Law School 
Athletic Association was formed 
by students at Fordham Law 
School, New York University 
School of Law, and Brooklyn Law 
School. The Fordham University 
student newspaper, The Ram, made 
the following comment on the 
new association: 
"The audacity of women! No 
sooner have they persuaded the Law 
School to open the doors for them to 
Some members of 
the Fordham Law 
Class of 1944 
their lecture rooms, than they again 
startled the School by their versatile 
narures. Those who maintain that 
women pursue professional careers 
only at a detriment to t\leir social 
and physical development, have but 
to learn of the Women's Law School 
Athletic Association ... to be con-
vinced of the fallacy of their tenets." 
The "Law School Notes" sec-
tion of The Ram, under the 
editorship of Morgan J. O'Brien 
(Class of 1923) also noted the 
arrival of this fledgling women's 
organization under the headline of 
"Another Step Forward": 
"Last week's edition of The 
Ram contained a news item that 
cannot or should not be passed over 
without editorial comment. And 
that was the announcement of 
the formation of a Women's Law 
School Athletic Association by the 
young lady srudents of Fordham, 0 
New York University, and Brooklyn 
Law Schools... 0 
"This year at Fordham seems to 
be one that insists upon making his-
tory, and the formation of a society 
and the organization of the women 
of our Law School into some ' sepa-
rate and distinct organization is a 
' step well worth 'noting in the 
progress of the year. Any movement 
that tends to weld the student body 
together-any society that brings 
groups together and brands them 
with a common purpose is a project 
that is progressive and will have a 
beneficial reaction upon the School 
as a whole. 
"So we extend our best wishes 
to this newest appearance among 
our organizatioris and hope that 
it will earn the same amount of 
respect for itself, as its to individual 
members have attained as students 
of the Law." 
Fordham Law women of the 
1920s did earn recognition for 
themselves and the School through 
their excellence as practicing attor-
neys and community leaders. 
Theresa E. DiCrocco (Class of 
1923), in a career that spanned more 
than fifty years, racked-up _ several 
"firsts." She was the first woman 
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on Staten Island to become a 
member of a borough president's 
cabinet, the first to serve as assistant 
corporation counsel, and the first to 
run for a judicial office. Later in her 
career, she was appointed Arbitrator 
of the Civil Courts of the City of 
New York and also named Special 
Referee in the New York State 
Supreme Court. 
"I chose Fordham University 
Law School," she said, "because of 
its excellent Jesuit training and the 
complete preparation it could give 
me as a lawyer. But it wasn't until I 
began advancing steadily toward my 
goal of a trial lawyer that I realized 
more fu lly how valuable my legal 
education had been." 
Women also held their share of 
School leadership positions during 
this formative period. In November 
1922, Regina A. Kelly was elected 
secretary of the Second Year 
Evening Class, with The Ram noting 
that "Miss Kelly ran miles ahead of 
the ticket, defeating her mere male 
opponent by the decisive vote of 
121 to 15." 
Ms. Kelly had entered Fordham 
Law School in 1921 on a dare. As 
she recalled during an interview, at 
the age of 86, "My brother James 
had already started to study law, 
and I told him, 'If you're going, I am 
too. And I'll finish the same time 
that you do.' He went in the after-
noon, and I went at night, and we 
both finished the same year, 1924." 
Typical of many Fordham Law 
students of the period, Ms. Kelly 
held a demanding job' while 
working toward her law degree. She 
had traines! I as a. nurse at the 
Metropolitan Hospital on Welfare 
Island, earning her R.N. in 1919. 
While studying law at night, she , 
continued to work during the .day in 
a hospital which was administered 
by the Department of Social Services. 
Ms. Kelly remembered only two 
other women in her class, but she 
didn't consider herself to be a pio-
neer. "I only felt that it was impor-
tant to master the material, to study 
and to learn," she said. "No one 
, made a distinction between men and 
women students. The professors 
were very courteous and helpful. 
The students accepted me as just 
another classmate. ' Altogether it 
was a most pleasant experience." 
Once admitted to the Bar, Ms. 
Kelly worked for a while in the legal 
department of the Fifth Avenue 
Coach Company, where she was the 
only woman on the staff, and han-
dled mostly negligence cases involv-
ing women. Later, she passed the 
examin'ation for a teaching certifi-
cate and began teaching nursing 
education in one of the City'S high 
schools. Though she left the law, 
Ms. Kelly felt that it was "a great 
asset and an invaluable working tool 
in everyday situations because it 
sharpened my jUdgment." 
1922 was a ' banne; 'year for the 
election of women' as class officers. 
In addition to Regina ' Kelly, 
Rosemary Boylan w~s ·elected. vice-
president of Third Year Day; a 
"Miss Judge" was elected secretary 
of First Year Evening; Agnita V. 
Duffy was elected vice-president of 
First Year Afternoon; and Mary E. 
Ryan was elected secretary for 
Second Year Morning. 
Ms. Ryan was a driving force in 
academic as well as extracurricular 
activities. She was elected as one of 
three officers to serve on a commit-
tee for the re-establishment of the 
Fordham Law Review, whose oper-
ation ijad been suspended during the 
years of World War I, and she was 
also active in Democratic politics. A 
letter to The Ram's Law Editor 
made the following observation: 
"Dear Sir: 
In response to your appeal for 
news items, I respectfully submit the 
following note: 
'Miss Mary Ryan 24, secretary 
of the second year morning, was 
given a rousing reception in Long 
Island City Tuesday evening with 
her rapid-fire speech for "AI" Smith. 
The Fordham boys from Queens say 
that Mary is quiet and demure 
around the School, but she cettainly 
"put it over" in politics.' 
Very truly yours, 
J.L.B. 
Mildred Fischer was yet another 
woman who made her mark lt the 
Law School, during the Woolworth 
years, becoming Editor-in-Chief of 
the Fordham Law Review. She, 
along with Elizabe~h Duffy, received 
highest honors for academic 
achievement at the 1936 graduation. 
Some of the other outstanding 
female graduates during the 
"Woolworth" days included women 
who established sterling records in 
public and private practice that 
helped to develop career opportuni-
ties for furure generations. Among 
them are Ruth, Whitehead Whaley 
(Class of 1924), the first African-
merican woman graduate of the 
Law School. 
A cum laHde graduate, Ms. 
Whithead Whaley was the first 
African-Amencan woman admitted 
to the New York State and North 
Carolina bars and the first to serve 
on the New York City Board of 
Estimate, ~erving from 1951 until 
her retirement ' in 1973. Each year 
the Fordham Black Law Students 
Association gives an award in her 
name, and her charcoal portrait 
(which hangs in the School's first 
floor corridor) is the first alumna 
portrait commissioned by Fordham 
Law School. 
In 1922, Fanny Holtzmann 
graduated from Fordham Law 
School and went on to have a 
formidable career in law. In her 
Evelyn M. Maye, treasurer of 
Second Year Afternoon, was an'oth- ' 
er student leader of the period who 
made her mark at the Law School. 
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Forum luncheon held on Saturday, 
February 18, In2~ at 'Murray's 
Restaurant on West 42nd Street, she 
became the first woman to preside at 
a formal meeting of a society of the 
University. On that , occasion, as 
recorded by the The Ram, Miss 
Maye was congratulated by New 
York State Lieutenant-Governor 
Jeremiah Woods (the featured 
speaker) "for the~plendid manner in 
which she conducted the meeting." 
In, a ,recent panel di¥=ussion at 
the Law School, Grace Corcoran 
Kennedy (Class of 1940) shared 
some of her memories of this period: 
"I was born in Albany and grad-
uated from the College of St. Rose 
[in 1937] and was very anxious to 
get involved in politics because that 
was' about all I knew from the time I 
was born. I went over to [a local 
law school] and was told by the 
dean of admissions that there 
was no point in filling out an appli-
cation because they didn't have 
any women in the law school, and 
they didn't want any women in the 
law school. 
"I was really, quite frankly, 
surprised. I knew that they didn't 
have any [women] but I thought... 
that was because no one had ever 
applied. I felt very sad about it, 
and yet I wasn't prepared to have a 
big argument 'with him because I 
didn't know that I was going to have 
this SOrt of a problem. But I did 
finally say, 'Why don't you want 
women? What do you think I'm 
going to do? '" 
"He just looked at me and said, 
'Well, If you're in that classroom, 
you'll change It.'" 
"And I think that's the impor-
tant word. r think that women who 
have gotten in to law school have 
'changed [things]. They've changed 
the law school and they've changed 
the law." 
"So I was quite disappointed as 
you can imagine and went home. At 
that point, I didn't know what I 
wanted to do. I didn 't want to be a 
teacher-most of my friends were 
teachers. And then on the day of my 
graduation" I was kind of depressed, 
because I didn't know where I was 
going from there ... All of sudden, I 
noticed that on the program, was a 
law professor from Fordham. It was 
Professor Blake, and he gave the 
most marvelous lecture you've ever 
heard about fhe value of a legal.edu-
cation, and h~ said, 'You know, we 
have 1000 !students at our law 
I • ~ • I 
Cartoon appearing in April 20, 
1923 edition of Th.t. &m showing 
officers of the Junior class. Drawn 
by Mary E. Ryan (center). 
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school and 20 of them are women. I 
don't understand why more of you 
young women don't come down and 
go to law school. .. ' 
"As we walked out, my father 
said, 'Well Gracie, how would you 
like to go to New York and go to 
Fordham?' "Obviously I said, 'I'd 
love to.' That was the start." 
While attending morning ses-
sions at Fordham Law, Ms. Kennedy 
worked for a Wall Street law firm, 
and upon graduation was hired as 
an associate to practice in the area of 
anti-trust and administrative law. 
She became the first Catholic, 
female, Fordham Law graduate to 
be hired by the firm. 
Ms. Kennedy, is currently in pri-
vate practice in Philadelphia concen-
trating in estate work and family 
law. Previously, she was Senior 
Attorney in Sun Oil Company's 
eighty-member law department 
(1972 to 1983), where she managed 
litigation and securities filings. After 
the passage of ERISA, she was 
responsible for rewriting the 
Company's trust agreements and 
pension plans. 
After moving to Philadelphia 
with her husband in the early 
1940s ' Ms. Kennedy concentrated 
on rearing her two sons, while 
volunteering her time to the newly-
created Church and State institute 
at Villanova University School of 
Law. For fifteen years, she planned 
the Institute's seminars and edited 
an annual volume containing the 
Institute's programs and other ' 
articles. During this period, she 
supervised students in the School's 
clinical program and also gave birth 
to her daughter. For fifteen years ... 
she has also served years on the 
I,,':' e';VlOwn (Pennsylvania) Township 
Plannirl"'g committee, . t,he l;tst five 
as Chairman. 
Louis Lefkowitz (Class of 
1926), New' York, State's Attorney 
General for 21 years, -fondly recalls 
the Woolworth years and his fellow 
women classmates. "We had at 
most eight to ten women in my 
class. That was a small number out , 
of a class of 100, but as students 
The Class of 
1929 gathers 
in the Law 
Library in the 
Woolworth 
Building. 
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they were just as good as the men." 
In later life, he carried these impres-
sions with him, observing: "When I 
became Attorney General, I gave 
many women a position in my office 
and on my staff ... They [made] excel-
lent lawyers." 
George Brooks (Class of 1927), 
late Professor of Law (1929-35; 
1965-88) had similar memories of 
this fellow women students: "I 
remember a story about Natalie 
McGarthy Mulholland (Class of 
1927) who was a very bright girl, 
but a very jolly girl. John Finn, our 
professor of contracts, had given 
us a sample form of a contract, and 
at the end of it, it had 'LS.' So -
John said, 'Who knows what the let-
ters LS mean?' The only one who 
knew was Natalie, who shot her 
hand up and said, 'locus signaturus.' 
From that point on, she was marked 
as an intellectual." 
In 1943, the Law School moved 
to the Vincent Astor Building, 
which was located on the corner 
of Broadway and Duane Streets 
in lower Manhattan and more 
commonly referred to by its 
street address: "302 Broadway." 
The Building had been constructed 
in 1899 at a cost of $900,000 by the 
English branch of the Astor family 
and was named after the son of 
William Waldorf Astor. It was built 
of steel and Indiana limestone with 
granoline flooring, and it was 
claimed to be fireproof. 
inspired to have the following 
inscription chiseled on a stone 
plaque on the building'S facade: 
"Bernard loved the valleys, 
Benedict the hills, Francis the 
towns, Ignatius the large cities. (The 
original inscription was in Latin.) 
The Law School moved into its 
new quatters in September of 1943, 
six days after the building was pur-
chased. It used the eleventh and 
twelfth floors for classrooms, the 
thirteenth floor for administrative 
offices, and the fourteenth floor for 
the law library. The Schools of 
Business and Education occupied 
several lower floors, with their 
libraries eventually occupying the 
5th floor and part of the 6th. 
302 Broadway offered more 
space for social and spiritual activi-
ties than was possible at the 
Woolworth Building. On the first ' 
floor of 302 was Shealy Hall which 
provided rool11 for freshman orien-
tation and classes, and there was a 
lounge in the basement below. The 
first floor also contained a chapel 
which was built as a memorial to 
Private James V. Meade, Ex. College 
1945, who died in action at 
Sachsenburg, Germany on April 20, 
1945 and was awarded the' Silver 
Star. The funds were donated by his 
parents, and Mrs. Meade supplied 
the jewels from her rings for one of 
the chalices which remained in use 
the entire time of the Chapel's oper-
ation. There were four , passenger , 
elevators at 302 Broadway, imd Judge Lawrence ,w. Pierce of the 
their ofil!inal desil!n DOSed a 'real United I ~tates Court of 
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with fine-grain wood paneling. library, and that was the chapel. I 
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this chap and I reminisceed as to 
how much time we spent in the 
Chapel, praying for help--calling 
upon the Holy Spirit to instill in us 
enough wisdom to be able to 
survive the ordeal. Well, someone 
up there must have been listening, 
because we survived. " 
Though 302 Broadway provid-
ed greater room for community 
gatherings, some of the basic ameni-
ties were quite limited. There were 
no locker rooms in the building, for 
example, and students would often 
leave their coats over a chair in the 
first floor lounge and retrieve them 
as much as six hours later. No one, 
however, seemed to suffer from theft 
in the days of 302. 
Frances Giden Berko (Class of 
1944) was a member of the first 
class to graduate from the Law 
School when it was located at 302 
Broadway. No class could have had 
a better representative. 
Ms. Berko had entered Hunter 
College at the age of fifteen and 
three years later became the first 
person with cerebral palsy to gradu-
ate from that institution. Upon 
graduation, she had planned to 
attend the New York University 
School of Social Work, but NYU 
required that all such applicants be 
at least twenty-one years of age. 
Her future was soon resolved, how-
ever, by a casual conversation 
between her father (a practicing 
attorney and Fordham Law Class of 
1918) and one of her undergraduate 
professors who remarked, "You 
know, Frances has a legal mind." 
Being a 'young woman who was 
several generations ' ahead of her 
time, Frances interpreted this state-
ment to mean that "I could think 
logically and therefore was ,atypical . 
to my gender. .. " She also notes; 
however, that "fifty years ag~at 
least in my family""'""'Children had Iit~ 
tie, if any, role in decisions, [and] for 
my father, this remark led to my 
al'plication to law school." 
She summ:;lrizes her years at 
Fordham Law with, perhaps, the ~ 
greatest tribute that can be given to 
an institution: "At the Law School, 
for the first time in my life I became 
my own person." . 
At Fordham Law, Ms. Berko 
e~celled academically and simulta-
neously challenged the myth and 
prejudices which some held toward 
those with disabilities. Though ' 
offered a position on the Law 
Review, based upon her first year 
grades, her path was blocked by a 
professor who felt that her disability 
prevented her from being "law 
review caliber." 
Frances, however, found a 
friend in Professor William B. 
... .• 
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civil rights became popular ... 
Two years later [this same faculty 
member] came to me to edit an 
article that he had written for 
publication... That was an enor-
mous satisfaction." 
Today, Frances Berko is 
Advocate for the Disabled in New 
York State and was a member of 
Governor Cuomo's cabinet. From 
her office in Albany, she oversees a 
staff which provides the State's 2.5 
million disabled citizens a single 
entry point to a multitude of gov-
ernment services. 
Lucille Polk Buell (Class of 
1947) in an interview for the 
Fordham University Sesquisenten-
nial Oral History project recalled 
her impressions of staff, students, 
and faculty during her student days 
at 302 Broadway: 
"It was wartime, and I was 
working as a law clerk for a Wall 
Street law firm. The [attorneys] 
urged me to go to law school, and 
they were most encouraging. In 
fact, when I was admitted, they 
paid for my first year tuition. That 
was 1943, and I had applied there 
for a law clerk's job because there 
weren't any men to do that .... 
"I entered law school over the 
very strong objection of my parents. 
They thought it most un-ladylike. 
So that was a little jump I had to 
take. I finally got up my courage, 
one night, and I walked up from 
Wall Street to Duane and Broadway 
where the Law School was then 
located. I met Mary Long, the 
Registrar. She assigned classes and 
was pretty much in charge. I could-
n't breathe when I got there because 
I had run up several blocks-half a 
mile or more-and she told me to sit 
down, and she statted to ask me 
questions. And her questions were 
'did I want to go to law school, and 
did I have high grades in college?' I 
answered 'yes' [to both] and told her 
that I had a masters degree from 
Columbia University and that satis-
fied her. Then she said to me, after 
writing a lot of things down, 'do you 
have any money with you? Can you 
pay a deposit?'" " 
"I may have had ten or twenty 
dollars, and she said, 'give it to me.' 
With that, she said 'go up to room 
such-and-such immediately-class-
es have started. Go up.' She turned 
me toward the elt:vators and told me 
to rush to a described classroom and 
to return at the class break to sign 
papers. 
"I rushed upstairs, somewhat in 
a daze, and entered the wrong class-
room. I slipped into the nearest 
unoccupied seat, and a short time 
thereafter, Professor John Blake 
looked over his eyeglasses with his 
blue eyes directed at me and said, 
'Pray tell, young woman, what are 
your doing in my class?' 
"Terror sealed my lips. I could-
n't answer. He then instructed me to 
see him after class and returned to 
his normal classroom activities. 
"As he taught the class, fear 
turned to fascination as a complex 
exchange of ideas filled the class-
room. The unfamiliar terms were 
like a rabbit dangled before a whip-
pet. I vowed nothing would keep 
me from this school. 
"I've never known if this was 
the usual admissions procedure of 
Mary Long .. .I do not address 
her as Mrs., Miss, or Ms. because 
she was never referred to as any-
thing but 'Mary Long.' A friend to 
all students. " 
In interview some years ago for-
mer Dean William Hughes Mulligan 
offered the following recollection of 
Mary Long from an administrative 
perspective: 
"Mary was a girl from Halifax, 
Nova Scotia who came to New York 
and whose first job was as a clerk 
in the Law School, and she spent 
her whole life there. She had her 
favorites, and when I became dean, 
somebody said, 'Well, who's the 
dean now?' She said, 'Well, the dean 
was Dean Wilkinson, then we 
had Mr. Finn, and now we have 
Billy Mulligan.' 
"She considered me a child. She 
did everything by hand, all of the 
grades and everything were entered 
by hand. She was also very frugal. 
For example, on the last days of 
examinations, Mary would come in 
with envelopes and pass them out to 
all students and say, 'Please write 
your name and address on them, 
and we will mail your marks. We're 
doing this because if there is a mis-
take in the address, it's your fault 
and not ours.' 
"Of course, the real reason she 
was doing this was to save money. 
To have a girl come in and type up 
this stuff was something she couldn't 
stand. She would not give class 
schedules to the faculty until the first 
faculty meeting. She said, 'Then, 
you can pass them out.' This was 
when a stamp cost three cents. But 
that's the way she had been taught 
by Wilkinson. The Law School was 
run on a shoe string." 
Another "fixture" of the Law 
School during the days "302" was 
James Kennedy, the law librarian 
who ruled his domain with an 
iron hand. As & first year student, 
Joseph M. McLaughlin (Dean of 
Fordham Law School, 1971-81), 
Manhattan Sunugate 
Hon. Renee Roth '69, 
General Counsel of 
us Trust Maureen S. 
Bateman '68, and 
"Patricia Hynes '66, 
Chair of the 75th 
Anniversary of 
Women celebration. 
remembers suffering the following 
close encounter: 
"[As a student] I remember the 
librarian-but not the library-
because you weren't allowed into it. 
Jim Kennedy was the librarian, and 
being an Assistant Instructor in 
Philosophy [at the Rose Hill cam-
pus], I thought it would be incum-
bent upon me to walk into the 
library just to 'look around and see 
where the books were; and I see this 
guy coming at me. He says, 'Who 
are you,' and I say, 'My name is 
McLaughlin, and I'm a student in 
first year.' He said, 'Do you have an 
assignment?' and I said, 'No.' He 
said, 'When you do, come back.' 
That was the end of the matter. 
These were his "books, and nobody 
was allowed to touch them. 
The days at 302 Broadway are 
now generally known as the begin-
ning of the "golden era" of the fac-
ulty which continues to this day at 
the Law School. Lucille Buell fond-
ly remembers some of those remark-
able teachers: 
"I think that we had the most 
outstanding group of professors that 
Fordham has ever assembled ... 
George Bacon taught contracts. He 
was the type of professor that one 
pictured when thinking of a profes-
sor. He was quiet, forceful, expected 
the best of his students and inspired 
them to do their best ... Professor 
Francis Conway taught criminal law 
and was in charge of the Law 
Review. We had many conversations 
during the period that I was on the 
Law Review., He had a great sense of 
humor, wa~j-jl. goo? teacher, and a 
very patic;nt person ... Professor 
Eugene Keefe taught torts, and his 
favorite expression was: 'I'm glad 
you asked that question.' When he 
said this, he would rise from his 
desk, extend his hands with palms 
together and reach out. We often 
asked questions just to see if he 
would do this each time. 
"I had Professor Arthur 
McGivney for trusts. His favorite 
activity was pacing back and forth 
in the front of the classroom. If any-
body questioned anything that he 
said in class, he would state in a very 
definite tone: 'I know the law.' And 
he did. 
"Professor-later Dean William 
Hughes Mulligan was a new faculty 
member at that time ... He was the 
same then as he was when he was 
Dean: friendly to everybody, father 
confessOJ; ... just a wonderful per-
son ... Dean Ignatius Wilkinson was 
The Dean. You genuflected when 
you saw him. I think I saw him less 
than any other person in the Law 
School, and I also feared him more. 
He seldom spoke to students, but he 
was a wonderful authority figure. 
We all respected him and were all 
afraid of him, but not from anything 
that he did to us. 
"I knew Professor Wormser, but 
I was never in his class. I understand 
that it was one of the great opportu-
nities that I missed. I have never 
heard a person who had been in his 
class that has not said that it was an 
experience that was unforgettable. 
He taught practice and was a master. 
"One of the greatest professors, 
[though] was not a full-time profes-
sor, was Victor Kilkenny. He taught 
torts and was undoubtedly the most 
inspiring teacher you could find. He 
had a tremendous sense of humor 
and loved his students. We had a 
terrific class. 
"Professor Kilkenny'S class was 
always sought-after and filled. He 
was very, very funny." 
"Another wonderful thing was 
that he socialized with his students. 
After class, students would often 
meet with him to have a drink or 
something to eat at Gasrner's-a lit-
tle restaurant that was next to the 
Law School... That was one of the 
greatest things for his students. We 
would gather, and he taught law by 
discussing the cases he was handling 
as an attorney, and it was a very 
wonderful experience for all of us. 
"There was also a bar on 
Broadway, about a block away, 
which was known as 'The Bucket of 
Blood.' Students used to gather 
there to talk to because the Law 
School had no rooms which could 
be used for conversation." 
Justice Buell has equally strong 
memories of her two of her fellow 
students (both members of the Class 
of "1947): John Calamari (late 
Professor Emeritus) and AI 
DeStefano. As she recalls, "We 
were kind of inseparable. John was 
I f 
" 
a wonderful friend.. I think ,that AI 
, and I, took advantage of him, espe-
cially in connection with the Law 
''RevieW!VHe did a lot of the difficult 
research. If there was something to 
research in the far reaches of the 
library, we would somehow get John 
to do it. AI was an assistant in the 
library, and he was very popular. He 
had access to books that we were 
not allowed to have, so if we got to 
the library when Al was working, he 
would let us use them. The three of 
us became good friends, not only. in 
class, but through working on the 
Law Review, and that friendship 
continues to this day. We have kept 
in touch with each other, and they 
are very dear to. my heart." .' 
As to the treatment of women in 
those days, Justice Buell notes. 
"There appeared to be no prejudice 
of any kind in the Law School when 
I was there. There were very few 
women, maybe five or six that I can 
recall in my class. I'm not sure 
because I was in the evening class, 
though I did take courses during the 
day .. Jt seemed that women were 
never treated any better or worse 
than anybOdy else, e~cept we had a 
lot of offers of dates." 
In her senior year, Justice Buell 
(the second 'woman in Fordham 
Law history to be Editor-in-Chief of 
the Law Review) applied to a num-
ber ' of Wall Street firms, and within 
a month had offers from three. She 
accepted the offer from Hughes, 
Hubbard and Reed and became one 
) of two women at the fir,n. "I started 
: . : " • in. the litigation deparrmenh" Justice'~ 
Buell remembers. "I wanted corpo-
rate work, and within less than a ' 
year, they transferred me to that 
department, and I simply had a mar- ' 
velous experience. I resigned when 
my first son was born and went 
back with them for a year to work 
on the registration 'of the Ford 
Motor Company S~ock offering. ~ 
Justice Buell ,became the first woman 
to teach at ,Fordpam' Law ~chool. 
Her courses included Legal Writing 
(she taught the entire first year class 
of 200 students) and Domestic 
Relations. She was also a Lecturer 
in Law at Cornell Law School. 
Justice Buell left Fordham upon 
her appointment, by Governor 
Malcolm Wilson (Class of 1936), as 
a Family Court judge. She served in 
that capacity prior to her election as 
a, New York State Supreme Court 
Justice in 1982. 
Noreen [O'Connor] McNamara 
(Class of 1951) was another out-
standing graduate from the days of 
302 Broadway. She was an editor of 
the Law Review and, following 
graduation, joined the law firm of 
Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & 
McCloy, with which she was associ-
ated for four years while earning a 
Master's Degree in Taxation from 
New York University School of Law. 
Her fellow classmate, Judge 
Lawrence W. Pierce fondly shares 
the following memory: 
swimming, golf, and skating and . , Judge George has appointed admin-
was .also a prize-winning horticul- istrators to assume the operation of 
.turi&!:. tier qeatl})n February 1984 .i qeF~!iorating m~ltiple dwellings 
was a great loss to the profession thereby improving the quality of life 
and to her alma mater. To honor her of the residents and saving the build-
memory and in recognition of her ings from abandonment. In'fact, one 
dedication' to the law and to ~he ser- of her cases is the subject of the 
vice of others, the Noreen E. book, We' Are Talkin~ About 
McNamara Memorial Lecture Series Homes; A Great University Against 
was established at the Law School. ' Its Neighbors, by Lynne Sharon 
Ellin Mullholland (Class of Schwartz (Harper & Row, 1985). 
1955) also earned her degree at 302 Judge Irene Duffy participated 
Broadway, but i~ linked to both the in a recent panel discussion at the 
"Woolworth Years" and the Lincoln Law School and shared the follow-
Center campus through her mother ing t~oughts on her stpdent years: 
(Class of 1927) and niece (Class of "I [graduated from the Law 
1994). She has the following mem- School] in 1957, and 1 had an expe-
ories of her student days: 
"It never occurred to me that I 
couldn't get into Fordham Law 
School or that it was strange for a 
girl to Want to go to law school, 
because I'm the daughter of a 
Fordham Law School graduate. My 
mother graduated in 1927. She 
went at night-and worked all day. 
There were about eight or ten 
women in her class. When I atte~d­
ed Fordham Law School there were 
two [women] in the first two 
years-we were in the morning ses-
sion (Mary Smith and I), and in 
third year, one of the girls in the 
afternoon session switched to the 
rience ~here which was very simil~r 
"Noreen O'Connor ... was a 
wonderful person ... with a very even 
personality. She had a twinkle in her 
eye and a mirthful demeanor. I sup- morning session. 
to Ellin Mulholland. We went to 
Fordham at a time when there were 
very few women interested in law. I 
think both of us-we chimed before 
this meeting, and I agree with her-
had a wonderful experience at 
Fordham Law School. I wouldn't be 
here tonight if I didn't have that 
experience. One of the young men 
who 1 came here with tonight asked 
me if I [often spoke at events such as 
this], and I said, 'Well, if Fordham 
asks me something, 1 can never say 
no,' and that's why I'm here. And it 
is also because of some of the young 
men-some of them are seated in 
the audience. 1 knew them were 
they were very handsome young 
men, and they still are hands'ome 
men, today. As a matter of fact, I sat 
next to Professor Katsoris during 
law school. I keep telling him he 
copied from me ... " 
pose that's why people like [William "It was .very strange for me to 
HugliesJ Mulligan and Denis be in a class with virtually all men, 
[McInerney] took to her, because - because I had gone to a girl's high 
they also had such personalities. ' school, a girl's college, and here I 
Noreen O'Conno~ married was at Fordham Law School. I must 
Frank McNamara and took a leave say that the professors were won-
, Jrom'the' praerit,e'oHaw to rear ner ,f.,. <j rl~}, and I didn't any trouble with 
six children. ~he resumed practice alt,y of my classmates, some of 
i; 1978 wit!\" the Norwalk and whom today are some of my best 
friends. So I had a very good expe-Wilton, Connecticut law firm of 
Lovejoy, Heffernan, Rimer & 
Cuneo, where she became a partner 
. in 1981. She was an accomplished 
athlete who won championships in 
Hon. Lucille Polk 
Buell '47, Loretta 
Corcoran '51, and 
Ellin Mulholland 
'55, at one of the 
many celebration 
programs marking 
75 years of women 
at Fordham Law 
rience coming to Fordham Law 
School. My family really is into the 
75 years of Fordham Law Women 
celebration, considering my mother 
is a member of the Class of '27, and 
my namesake, Ellin Regis, will grad-
uate in 1991. So we're all for the 
women of Fordham." 
Ellin M. Mulholland is Senior 
Partner at the New York City law 
firm of Herzfeld & Rubin, where 
she practices in the area of 
construction litigation and products 
liability. She is a graduate of 
Albertus Magnus College (1951) and 
is currently a member of the Board 
of Trustees of that institution. Ms. 
Mulholland holds the equivalent of 
a master of arts degree from the 
University of Toulouse (France). In 
1991, she was one of the first two 
women to become a board member 
of the American Board of Trial 
Advocates. She currently serves as 
Vice President of the Guild of 
Catholic Lawyers. 
The Honorable Harriet P. 
George (Class of 1954) is another 
woman graduate of the Fifties who 
has left her mark on the profession. 
She practiced law for twenty-two 
years while raising six children (one 
of whom was born during her third 
year in law school), and then in 
1977 became a Judge of the 
Housing Part of New York City 
Civil Court. In over 300 instances, 
"Even though we weren't sup-
posed to be working, I got a little job 
as a, typist, which my family laughs 
at today because I was the world's 
worst typist and speller. Still am. 
But I had a very kind boss. He knew 
that I was working very hard to get 
through law school, and he over-
looked a lot of things. I Jhen made 
the Law Review, and I still contin-
ued working-though I wasn't sup-
posed to-but I needed the money 
to pay the tuition. When I went to 
school you could pay your own 
tuition. It's unfortunate today that 
young people can't do that. 
"I went in the daytime. My hus-
band went at night. When I was 
asked to speak here, I said to my 
husband, Kevin (Judge Kevin T. 
Duffy of the United States District 
Court for the Southern District of 
New York-Class of 1958), 'what 
can I tell them; I can't think of any 
negative stories.' So many years 
have gone by, and I guess that I just 
have a good impression of Fordham, 
a very warm one." 
Today, the Hon. Irene K. Duffy 
is a Family Court Judge in 
New York City ' (1977 to present) 
and is Acting New York State 
Supreme Couer Justice for Criminal 
Jury Trials. 
Loretta Corcoran (Class of 
1951) arrived at the Law School 
after a year of graduate study, a 
career in the business world, and 
teaching in college. The diversity of 
her background and the financial . 
_______ School. 
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struggles which were necessary to 
achieve her degree typify the hard 
work and dedication of many 
Fordham Law students during this 
period. At a recent panel discussion, 
in the McNally Amphitheater, she 
fondly recalled many of her class-
mates and professors: 
"I was in an eve.ning school 
class. We started [with] about 160 
[in the evening division], six of 
whom were women, and we gradu-
ated about half of that. 
"I was teaching college. " 
"This was a time when the vet-
erans were just coming back, and 
there was only one man who had 
just graduated from college. He 
considered the rest of us too old and 
too tired, and he finally switched to 
the afternoon session to have more 
socializing. 
"One of the women had been a 
lieutenant commander in the Waves. 
She went on-not to practice, but-
to become head of personnel for 
Macy's in San Francisco, and has 
written a book on unemployment 
insurance, and is an expert witness 
on this and the part-time worker. 
"Of the women, five graduated. 
One did leave to get married .. . 
On that subject, my father (who is 
Class of '29) said to me, 'don't go to 
law school if you're just looking for 
a husband.' 
"Our professors were fine. We 
had McAniff, the scholar; McGovern, 
great teacher; and Gene Keefe with 
his very yellow notes. 
"We had a very diverse class ... 
Norman Richards came up from 
Princeton; he was teaching history 
there. We had twelve policemen in 
our dass ... a lot of [employees] of 
the IRS and New York City Tax 
Department who would, every so 
often, correct the professor and 
say, 'the latest ruling of that 
. is ... We had the controller of Allied 
Chemical...We had someone who 
had just gotten out of the OSS and 
CIA and who had parachuted 
into Yugoslavia .. . " 
After her marriage, Loretta 
Corcoran went into practice with 
her husband, concentrating in tax, 
decedent's estates, real estate, and 
family law. She currently practices 
in the area of reverse equity mort-
gages for widows. She is the moth-
er of six children. 
Geraldine Fer aro (Class of 
1%0), the first Congresswoman 
from Queens and the first woman 
to run on a major party ticket for 
the office of Vice-President of the 
United States, vividly recalled her 
days at the School in a interview 
for the University's Oral History 
Project: 
"There were ... no women pro-
fessors. There were few women in 
the School at all. In my graduating 
class, there were two of us who 
graduated in the evening session-I 
and Connie Lammers, who passed 
away a few years ago. 
"It was the first time that I'd 
ever been in class with men. 
I had gone to an all-women's 
college, an all-women's high school, 
and an all-women's elementary 
school, and so for me it was really 
rather a startling change. The men 
in my class were older. (I had grad-
uated college at twenty, so I had just 
turned twenty-one about two weeks 
before I started Law SchooL) 
"Everybody had a job, and so 
[this made them seem] older. They 
were in their mid-to-Iate thirties, so 
it was shocking to the nervous 
system [since] I was [now] in [a] 
school where none of the role mod-
els, professors, or authoritative 
figures were women .. .! did become 
part of a study group and got to 
know quite a few of the guys. 
"Most of the professors were 
extremely competent and extremely 
caring. I think they not only did 
their job, but they gave of them-
selves ... The~e were major contribu-
tors to ·the University. Leonard 
Manning was [one of them]. I'm 
thinking back with such fond mem-
ories of just how professional he was 
in giving of himself. I totally 
enjoyed Dean Mulligan, who was 
my Dean when I was there ... He real-
ly cared about students as students, 
and that's a nice feeling." 
Ms. Ferraro's words of praise 
for the faculty were tempered by . 
two incidents which reveal the 
special trials which women some-
times had to endure in male-
dominated law schools of the past. 
She noted that one professor, 
. "whenever there was a case involv-
ing rape of sodomy ... would invite 
women to brief them in class ... [This] 
was very disturbing to me. It was 
unnecessary [and) I found it very, 
very degrading." 
Of her fellow students, Ms. 
Ferraro states, "I have nothing but 
good memories of the people I went 
to school with ... There were lots of 
wonderful people, and I read about 
them with great pride in what they 
have accomplished." 
She was one of President 
Clinton's appointees to the 
United Nations Human Rights 
Commission Conference in Geneva 
in February ~ 1993 and last June 
served as the ''alternate United States 
delegate to the World Conference 
on Human Rights in Vienna. While 
in Congress, she spearheaded 
efforts to achieve passage of the 
Equal Rights Amendment and also 
sponsored the Women's Economic 
Equity Act which ended pension 
discrimination against women, pro-
vided job options for displaced 
homemakers, and enabled them to 
open IRA's. 
Ms. Ferraro currently serves as 
a member of the Fordham Law 
School Board of Visitors, the Board 
of Advocates of the Planned 
Parenthood Federation of America, 
the Board of Advisors of the 
National Breast Cancer Research 
Fund and on the board of other 
national organizations. 
In 1961, Dean and Wilkinson 
Professor of Law William Hughes 
. Mulligan guided the Law School 
from 302 Broadway to its perma-
nent home at Lincoln Center. The 
School bulletin of that year proudly 
announced the transition: 
"In the midst of New York City, . 
at the heart of the legal, commercial 
and financial capital of the world, 
Fordham's School of Law stands at 
the southern end of the landscaped 
plaza which, upon completion in 
1963, will open upon the cultural 
center of the nation, Lincoln Center 
for the Performing Arts; Spreading 
to the north, through fourteen 
'tree-lined acres, will be the new 
Metropolitan Opera House. 
"In this setting of park and 
plaza spaciousness, unfettered by 
the rigid gridiron of New York City 
streets, the Fordham Law School 
building, completely air-condi-
tioned, will blend with the architec-
tural beaury of its surroundings and 
yet retain its own func,tionalism as a 
school of law. TIe law building 
includes adequate classrooms, semi-
nar rooms, administrative, Law 
Review and faculty offices. It also 
houses a Moot Court room, com-
modious lounges for students, facul-
ty, and alumni, and a library, com-
plete with all modern equipment, 
capable of handling in excess of 
250,000 volumes. The Moot Court 
room and the law library wing have 
been designed for spaciousness, 
beauty, and utility." 
By 1961, annual tuition had 
risen to $1000 in the day division 
and $750 in the evening. The 
Reverend Vincent T. O'Keefe, S.J. 
was President of the University, and 
Assistant Dean Robert M. Hanlon, 
Jr. (who retired 1994) was then 
Director of Admissions. Mary J. 
Long was the Registrar, and Eugene 
M. Wypyski was the Law Librarian. 
Professor Earl Phillips was 
starting his second year on the 
faculty and would soon be joined 
by a number of colleagues who 
form the senior faculty of today. 
The Reverend Charles M. Whelan, 
S.J. arrived in 1962, and was soon 
followed by Professors Thomas M. 
Quinn, Joseph M. Perillo, and 
Robert M. Byrn in 1963; Professors 
Edward Ee. McGonagle and 
Constantine N. Katsoris in 1964; 
Professor Joseph e. Sweeney in 
1964; and Professor Michael R. 
Lanzarone in 1969. Rounding out 
this notable group are Professor 
Martin Fogelman and Professor 
Emeritus Ludwik A. Teclaff who 
joined the faculty in 1956 and 
1959, respectively. Also of note is 
that Professor Byrn, who taught 
torts and remedies to a generation 
of Fordham's women and men 
students, retired from active service 
at the end of the 1993-94 school 
year after more than three decades 
of service. 
Throughout the first decade at 
Lincoln Center, the Law School 
attracted few women, and there 
were f(equentiy no more than two 
or three in a graduating class. 
Though small in number, however, 
they accomplished great things. 
Judge Marilyn Hall Patel (Class 
of 1963), the first woman to serve as 
a judge of the United States District 
Court for the Northern District of 
California (and a member of the 
Law School's· Board of Visitors), 
recently made the following obser-
vations about her student days: 
"I wavered between going to 
law school or perhaps ·getting a 
graduate degree in some area of 
international relations because I 
was really interested in working ulti-
mately in government. I hadn't real-
The .... AdvoCate 
From left: Orin McClusky, Michelle Daly 
and Georgene Vairo (Class of 1979) were 
winners of the National Moot Court 
Championship. Pictured with them is Han. 
Wilfred Feinberg of the U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the Second Circuit, who 
presided over the argument. 
Han. Geraldine Ferraro '60, former United States 
Vice Presidential candidate surrouttded by stu-
dents prior to her speech at Fordham Law School 
in October 1993. 
Iy thought it out too carefully . . 
think at the time both young women 
and young men-but particularly 
young women-didn't get a lot of 
assistance in terms of career 'plan-
ning. It was mostly what you read 
about, what you were exposed to, 
that helped to frame your goals. 
"I applied to several law 
schools .. .I did get a scholarship from 
Vanderbilt, and 1 don't know why 
but for some reason I decided not to 
go south ... I decided that probably 
the only place where 1 could work 
during the day and go to law school 
at night and, therefore, fund my 
education without my parents hav-
ing to do it was in New York City or 
in some other large city ... 
"There were two women in the 
class .. .I don't recall if there were any 
minorities ... I guess there were more 
women in the day school as well, 
but at that time we didn't have that 
much contact with the day school. 
You were busy working, and you'd 
come floating into classes at hight, 
and unless you met them at the 
library or at some school function 
(of which there were not that many) 
then you really didn't see the day 
students that much. 
"I started out the first year [of 
law school at 302 Broadway]. 1 
recall mostly the heat during the 
warm summer months and the lack 
of relief, but I don't remember much 
about ... going to school there .. .1 do 
remember when we moved to 
Lincoln Center. That was very excit-
ing moving to a brand new building. 
As a matter of fact it was the first 
building built [at Lincoln Center]. 
They were still working on some of 
the other buildings in the Lincoln 
Center complex, itself, when we 
moved there ... [T]hat was really 
exciting. You really felt you were 
part of a new ~chool. The trappings 
were so incredibly different . .-
"I never took any courses from 
Dean Mulligan, but Joe McLaughlin 
was teaching Civil Procedure, and 
he really made it come alive. He 
was a very engaging fellow as well 
and seemed more receptive to 
having women in the classroom 
than some of the other professors. 
We had one professor who had 
"Ladies Night" and who called on 
the ladies-of whom there were 
only two-on that night ... "Ladies 
Night" was the only night that he 
called on women, and the rest of the 
year he forgot about us to the point 
where if you raised your hand he 
just didn't see you. 
"The only other woman in the 
class was Catherine Jan Ayer ... As a 
matter of fact, she was incredible. 
Although she did not hold a job, she 
was raising a young child, and I 
remember at one time (either in 
third of fourth year) she was preg-
nant during most of that year and 
took her final exams.in the hospital. 
1 always used to kid her about her 
timing because she did the same 
thing when she took the California 
Bar Exam. 1 had accused her of try-
ing to do things under hardship con-
ditions to see how she could sur-
vive ... We became good friends [and] 
still maintain contact." 
Pat Hynes (Class of 1966), 
Chair of the 75th Anniversary 
Celebration of the Admission of 
Women, is another star that 
emerged from that period. She has 
established an envied reputation as 
one of the nation's top litigators and 
holds the distinction of being the 
first woman to be a name partner in 
a major New York City law firm. In 
a recent interview with Fordham 
Magazine, Ms. Hynes observed 
"that she was fortunate to find a law 
school that didn't treat her as second 
class: 'Fordham was a very accept-
ing, encouraging environment.'" 
While the Sixties saw an out-
stqnding array C2f practicing women 
lawyers and .. Iiudges, . such as 
Marian Blank IWrn (Class of 1969), 
Judge of the United States Court of 
Federal Claims, it is also notable for 
having graduated two Broadway 
producers: Peggy Hill Rosenkrantz 
(Class of 1964) and Elizabeth 
McCann (Class of 1966). Ms. 
Rosenkrantz has the following rec-
ollection on how her legal traini~g 
provided a foundation for her the-
atrical career: 
"It was great to .have practiced 
and to have the law degree, because 
it just gives you another layer of 
confidence in whatever you might 
decide to do. I am very new in this 
business. Yet when I meet with 
other producers, 1 will mostly run 
the meeting, and this [ability] comes 
from the logic that you learn in the 
[study of] law." 
Ms. Rosenkranz is currently a 
producer of award-winning plays 
and musicals in New York and 
London. She produced the "Raft of 
the Medusa" (1991); "Marvin's 
Room" (1992), which was winner of 
the Drama Desk Award and Outer 
Critic's Circle Award for Best Play; 
and "Oleanna" (1992-present, in 
New York) and (1993-present, in 
London). She was also Associate 
Producer of.the Tony Award winning 
"jelly's Last Jam" (1992-1993). 
Before beginning her career as 
a produc;:er, Ms. Rosenkranz served 
as a Law Clerk to Judge Kenneth 
B. Keating of the New York State 
Court of Appeals; as counsel to 
. Governor Rockefeller's Committee 
on Reapportionment of the State 
Legislature; as an Associate at 
Greenbaum, Wolf & Ernst; and as 
Counsel to Gulf & Western 
Industries, Inc. She holds a 
Master of Laws degree from New 
York University. 
Elizabeth McCann (Class of 
1966) has also made an extraordi-
nary mark on the "Great White 
Way" as producer of such hits as 
Amadeus, The Elephant Man, 
Dracula, Les Liaisons Dangereuses, 
. and Nicholas Nickleby. In the 
November 1990 edition of 
Continental Profiles, she related to 
writer, Linda Lehrer, the unortho-
dox way in which her law degree 
launched her career in the theatre. 
. ']in that article Ms. McCann 
stat s that sne was hired as manag-
ing director of the Netherlander 
Organization because Jimmy 
Netherlander "had always wanted 
to be a lawyer himself .and was 
impressed that I had gone to law 
school in my thirties and at night." 
She managed the Netherlander 
Organization for the next eight 
years, overseeing the operations of 
theaters and the producing and 
booking of plays. She then formed a 
partnership with an associate direc-
tor of the Organization, and subse-
quently became one of Broadway's 
major producers. Ms. McCann's 
most recent success is the produc-
tion of Edward Albee's Three Tall 
Women, winner of the 1994 Pulitzer 
Prize for Drama. 
The decades of the Seventies, 
Eighties, and Nineties saw a steady 
increase in the presence of women at 
the Law School. While the Class of 
1970 counted only ten women 
among its 136 graduates, a dozen 
years later, the Class of 1982 
included ninety women out of a 
total graduating class of 318. 
Moreover, women captured seven of 
the top ten academic awards at the 
1982 graduation, including the 
Chapin Prize for highest weighted 
average for studies throughout the 
full course in the School," which 
was won by Kathryn M. Keneally. 
By the beginning of the 1990s, 
nearly forty-five percent of the 
School's entering class was com-
posed of women . 
Throughout the Lincoln Center 
years, there has also been an 
increase of women professors. In 
1972, Sheila Birnbaum became the 
second woman named to the full-
time faculty. Ms. Birnbaum, who is 
currently a partner at New York 
City Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher 
& Flom, also became the first 
woman member of the faculty to be 
granted tenure. 
In 1977, Professor Gail Hollister 
(Class of 1970) joined the faculty 
and later became the second woman, 
and the first Fordham woman grad-
uate, to be granted tenure. The fol-
lowing year, Professor Maria L. 
Marcus was appointed to the faculty, 
and she subsequently became the 
second woman at the Law School to 
be given the rank oi tenured full pro-
fessor. She was the first moderator 
of the Moot Court Board, a position 
that she holds to this day. 
Associate Dean Georgene M. · 
Vairo is the third woman in Law 
School history to be granted tenure 
and the first to hold the title of 
associate dean. She graduated 'in 
1979, receiving the Chapin Prize, 
the Francis Thaddeus Wolfe Award, 
and other class honors. She present-
ly serves as Chairperson of the 
Dalkon Claimaint's Trust and is 
the author of Rule 11 Sanctions: 
Case Law Perspectives and 
Preventive Measures. 
During her student days, Dean 
Vairo also won high honoI'l; for 
herself and recognition for the 
Law School as a member of the 
National Championship Moot 
Court Team. Dean McLaughlin has 
the following recollection of this 
memorable event: 
"I remember when Georgene 
Vairo was on the National Moot 
Court Team. I was out in Texas on 
the night she won; 1 was on some 
committee of law deans. They 
called me out of the meeting, and I 
ended up coming back to the meet-
ing proudly announcing that 
Fordham was number one in the 
nation to all of the assembled law 
school deans." 
During the first two decades at 
Lincoln Center, the Law School saw 
7 
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a doubling of the . student enroll- . 
ment-from 600 in 1961 to some 
1200 by the early 1980s. In response 
to this growth; the School under the 
leadership of Dean John D. Feerick 
(1982 to Present) embarked on an 
ambitious building program which 
added a new wing and two addition-
al floors to the existing structure. It 
also added new faculty and adminis-
trators to meet the needs of the 
expanding student population. 
A number of additions were also 
made to the full-time faculty during 
the 1980s, including the following 
women professors: Marc M. Arkin 
(1987), Deborah A. Batts (1984), 
Mary C. Daly (1983), Jill E. Fisch 
(1989), Jacqueline Nolan-Haley 
(1987), Beth G. Schwartz (1987), 
and Rachel Vorspan (1985). In the 
early Nineties, four more women 
professors were added to the full-
time faculty: Professors Deborah W. 
Denno (1992), Tracy E. Higgins 
(1992), and L~nda Sugin (1994). 
The alumnae of the Seventies, 
Eighties, and Nineties have estab-
lished outstanding careers and 
brought great recognition to the 
Law School. A small selection from 
this remarkable group of graduates, 
some of whom recently participated 
in panel discussions at the Law 
School, includes Hon. Jacqueline 
W. Silbermann (Class of 1972), 
Administrative Judge of the Civil 
Court of the City of New York-the 
first Woman to hold this position; 
Hon. Loretta Preska (Class of 
1973), Judge of the United States 
District Court for t~e Southern 
District of New York; Mary C. Daly 
(Class of 1973), Professor at 
Fordham Law School; Patricia 
Ferrari (Class of 1975), Partner in 
Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin, ~rim & 
Bailon; Mary E. Morrissey (Class of 
1975), counsel to the firm of . 
Bleakley Platt & Schmidt in White 
Plains, New York and formerly gen-
eral counsel of the Terence Cardinal 
Cooke Health Care Center; Hon. 
Sherry Klein Heider (Class of 1976), 
Judge of the Civil Court of the City 
of New York; Sylvia Fung Chin 
(Class of 1977), Partner in the New 
York office of the New York City 
law firm of White & Case; Wendy 
E. Cooper (Class of 1978), First 
Deputy Superintendent of the New 
York State Insurance Department; 
Linda H. Young (Class of 1978), 
Assistant Corporation Counsel in 
the Appeals Division of the Office of 
Corporation Counsel of the City of 
New York and former Assistant 
Dean for Student Affairs at the Law 
School; Elizabeth Aviars (Class of 
1979), Director of the New York 
City Mayor's Office of Immigrant 
Affairs; Hon. Cira A. Martinez 
(Class of 1979), a judge of the 
Family Court of the City of New 
York; Serene Nakano (Class of 
1982), Assistant District Attorney in 
the Southern District of New York 
and first woman president of the 
Asian American Bar Association of 
New York; Kathleen T. O'Flynn 
(Class of 1982), Town Council-
woman for the Town of 
Mamaroneck, New York; Diane M. 
. 
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Peress (Class of 1982), Assistant 
District. Attorney in the Arson and 
Economic Crimes Bureau of the , 
Queens District Attorney's Office; 
Erica Bell (Class of 1983), founding 
partner of the New York City 'law ' • 
firm of Weiss & Bell and formerly 
associated with Willkie Farr & 
Gallagher; Laurie Berke-Weiss 
(Class of 1983), solo practitioner 
and formerly Assistant Corporation 
Counsel at the New York City Law 
Department; Elizabeth A. Bryson 
(Class of 1983), Director of the New 
York City Office of Immigrant 
Affairs; Kathleen Brown (Class of 
1985), Treasurer of the State of 
California; Cecilia E. Norat (Class 
of 1986), Executive Director of the 
New York State Insurance Fund; 
Lauren P. Raysor (Class of 1988), 
Assistant Corporation for the City 
of New York; Valerie Budzik (Class 
of 1989), Associate Attorney for the 
New York City Department of 
Sanitation; Diane Levine (Class of 
1989), solo practitioner and former-
ly and Associate with Lord Day & 
Lord in New York City; Lisa D. 
Hayes (Class of 1992), Associate at 
Wood, Williams, Rafalsky and 
Harris; and Naomi Ptachewich 
Shapiro (Class of 1992), Assistant 
Regional Counsel for the United 
States Environmental Protection 
Agency (Region II). 
Hon. Kathleen Brown, who has 
announced her candidacy for the 
governorship of California, com-
mented on her days at Fordham in a 
1993 New York Times article, nor-
. ing, "I was thrilled with the educa-
tion I got there. What impressed me 
the most was the institution's 
emphasis on ethical values in the 
pursuit of the profession, the notion 
that the only thing you have in the 
law is your reputation for integrity." 
Judge Preska, the recipient of 
the 1993 Fordham Law Alumni 
Association Achievement Award, 
had similar praise for her alma 
mater, in a New York Law 
Journal profile. She noted that "her 
ambitions to be a judge grew as 
she encountered a few [judges 
who were] teachers at Fordham 
University Law School and [else-
where]," and she singled- out Judge 
Joseph M. McLaughlin ' of the 
United States COUrt of Appeals for 
the Second Circuit 'as being one of 
the major influences. 
Judge Cira M. Martinez (Chlss 
of 1979), a particiPrant in a recent 
panel discussion at the School also 
noted the influence of Dean 
McLaughlin as well as other mem-
bers of the faculty: 
"As a student, I worked during 
the day in the court system and went 
to school at night. I am thankful for 
the men in this school. In 1975, 
Dean McLaughlin made a commit-
ment to accept Hispanics, [now 
known as Latinos], and other 
[minorities] at the Law School. That 
year, the School admitted 15 minori-
ties and gave them a $1000 grant to 
come to pay the tuition. 
"Night school was' $2,000 a 
year, and the reason that I worked 
during the day and went to school at 
night was so that I would not owe 
anybody anything. So that went I 
graduated, I could do anything I 
wanted to do. 
"I am thankful-and I don't 
hesitate to say it-to Professor Yorio 
who passed away. He most a kind 
man. Professor Bryn certainly 
instructed me well in torts." 
Throughout the 1980s women 
students also made great strides at 
the Law School, distinguishing 
themselves in academic and leader-
ship positions. Cathy Seibel (Class 
of 1985), Maureen Beyer (Class of 
1987), and Sarah Lum (Class of 
1989) served as Editors-in-Chief of 
the Fordham Law Review. 
In the decade o . the Nineties 
women continued to win their share 
of School honors. In 1994, in the 
year of the 75th Anniversary 
Celebration three of the School's five 
scholarly journals had women 
Editors-in-Chief: Heather A. Wydra, 
Editor-in-Chief of the Fordham Law 
Review, Caroline Berry, Editor-in-
Chief of the Fordham Urban Law 
Journal, and Debra A. Shields, 
Editor in Chief of the Fordham 
Intellectual Property, Media & 
Entertainment Law Journal. 
In the seventy-five years since 
the admission of women, Fordham 
Law Schpol has graduated over 
3,000 alumnae. Today, it COlj.llts 
2,800 women among its 12,775 iiv-' 
ing graduates. 
The Law School .is extre~ely 
proud of the ;chieverri~~t of all its 
women graduates and grateful for 
the honor which they have brought 
to their alma mater. 
POSTSCRIPT 
The great historian Thomas 
Carlyle once said that "History is 
the essence of innumerable biogra-
phies," and in the history of women 
at Fordham Law School we see the 
manifestation of those words. The 
personal remembrances of selected 
individuals in this short essay reflect 
but the highlights of a far richer 
tapestry of many lives whose count-
less contributions produced the 
remarkable event that we celebrate 
this year. We honor those women 
and men who have as students, fac-
ulty, admi~istrators, and friends 
served the cause of Fordham Law 
School and its commitment to the 
education of women, and in 
acknowledging our debt to them 
resolve that this proud tradition will 
be carried forward for generations 
to come. 
In this spirit, we recall the words 
of Judge Renee R. Roth (Class of 
1969), Surrogate for New York 
County and the recipient of the 
Dean's Medal of Achievement, as 
she spoke before a gathering of 
women students at the Law School 
in October 1993: 
"I suggest that the world isn't so 
changed from the days of our prede-
cessors. Those of us who have 
achieved what we have owe a great 
debt to those who came before us 
and paved the way. Theylve made it 
easier. We in turn hopefully will 
make it easier for you, and I hope 
that you'll do the same for your 
progeny or for Fordham's progeny." 
Deall John D. Feerick accepts the championship 
trophy from the women's basketball team in 
Aprii of 1993. 
Kathleen Browll (85 Oil her graduation day with her 
father, former governor of California, Edward G. 
Brown, and her mother, Bernice Brown. 
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Recycling 
continued from page 9 
receptacles appear to function very 
well. "Nowadays, I think people 
are really being much more consci-
entious about using the receptacles." 
The recycling of newspaper, though, 
is a different story. 
O'Sullivan asserts: "... The 
black newspaper rec~ptacles don't 
work as well. Students just throw 
garbage, colored paper and things 
like that in there. So I haven't 
bothered buying any more of those 
because they get misused. I'll be 
glad to do so again, once they get 
used correctly, but several of us are 
just tired of cleaning them out." 
The decision by the adminis-
tration not to purchase additional 
newspaper bins, though reasonable, 
has created a noticeable shortage 
and a resulting lack of newspaper 
recycling. Most newspapers, there-
fore, end up in the garbage. 
Other Problems Noted 
Affirmative Action? 
continued from pagel 0 
mative action, meritorious 
blacks were systematically denied 
access to institutions of higher learn-
ing and the workplace solely be-
cause of their skin color. At that 
time, numerous mediocre whites 
earned degrees and high payingjobs. 
Universities turned a blind eye in 
allowing the "not-so-bright" sons 
of influential white alumni to enter 
their campuses, and no one created 
a ruckus on the job when the white 
boss hired Bob, his "incompetent" 
son, to manage the department. 
However, with the enactment of 
affirmative action laws, individual 
merit has suddenly become a na-
tional priority, and people are sup-
posedly being disparaged when this 
is perceived to be' lacking. What 
these people should embed in their 
minds is that affirmative action has 
allowed them, regardless of merit, 
to compete with their white coun-
terparts; something they were not 
allowed to do even when they had 
merit and their white counterparts 
did not. They should also consider 
that, even without affirmative ac-
tion, there is still a strong possibility 
that they would be disparaged by 
, some whites. 
The fourth argument of affir-
mative action critics borders on lu-
nacy. For anyone to say that racism 
has ended, he or she must either be 
an outright liar or woefully blind to 
, reality. The sad truth is that America 
is still plagued by racism. In almost 
every area -education, employment, 
housing, bank lending, the criminal 
justice system - there is still chronic 
discrimination against blacks. Un-
desirable images of blacks perme-
McNiff noted other problem 
areas, especially outside the 
Lowenstein cafeteria and on the 
street level of Lowenstein. He 
claims that many containers get 
"contaminated" when waste is 
placed in recyclable containers. The 
workers are instructed to remove 
the contaminating product, i.e, a 
cup of coffee in the white paper or 
cans bins and preserve the recy-
clable product. Even though the 
containers there are marked specifi-
cally for different types of items -
you know, once people want to get, 
say, a cup of coffee out of their 
hands and they see a container, they 
just put it in there. If it is that bad, 
it will come to a point that we will 
have to take out what isn't recy-
clable ourselves. You see, when a 
guy goes around to pick up he takes 
the bag out and puts it in this very 
large container that he has with him, 
which he later brings to the loading 
dock. When he pulls the bag he can 
ate the media, "Bell Curve" adher-
ents promote white superiority, 
America's social problems are 
placed at the feet of the black com-
munity, and white politicians are 
clamoring for a return to the "good 
. old days." Polls consistently show 
America divided along racial lines. 
A recent CNN poll revealed that 
70% of white Californians think 
OJ. killed his wife, while a similar 
number of black Californians thinks 
he did not. And a Quinnipiac Col-
lege poll indicated that Mayor 
Giuliani enjoys strong popularity 
with white New Yorkers: 63% of 
them approve of his policies, com-
pared with a mere 19% of black 
New Yorkers. 
While affirmative action crit-
ics hide behind fallacies and 
hyprocrisy, this writer stands in sup-
port of affirmative action for three 
worthy reasons: (1) to lessen dis-
criminatory practices against mi-
norities and women; (2) to bring 
more minorities into the American 
mainstream; and (3) to compensate 
groups of people for atrocities de-
liberately inflicted upon them by 
the majority in the society. The 
wealth of data on past and present 
discrimination supports these rea-
sons. Some people, however, would 
like to see affirmative action re-
placed by programs based on eco-
nomic needs. White supremacists 
waiting in the shadows would cer-
tainly welcome this change. But is 
America ready for it? One has to 
answer an emphatic "no." The hor-
rible truth is that racism is stilI too 
pervasive. One could not guarantee 
that blacks, who are overrepresented 
in America's have-not and have-so-
little, would receive the benefits of 
need-based programs. It would be 
'. 
actually see if it was, what I call, 
contaminated. In other words, if 
- I 
we had a paper one that was full of 
cans and bottles, we would have to 
pull the wrong stuff out. We would 
do that, rather than just throw the 
whole thing in the garbage, be-
cause we would run into problems 
later." 
An Aim for Improvement 
The Administration points out 
that it is ready to contribute to 
whatever improvement is neces-
sary, Dean O'Sullivan indicated 
that, "if anybody is aware that a 
certain area needs recycling cans 
we can put them there or order 
more. In fact, we ordered some 
earlier this year to boost what we 
already had - in case that some-
thing gets moved and we cannot 
even find it. My office would be 
happy to respond to suggestions 
for other or mOre locations." She 
went on to indicate that "in the 
event it is determined that people 
foolhardy to think otherwise. 
America took centuries before it 
instituted affirmative action and will 
probably take many more centuries 
before it is purged of racism. 
From the Editor 
. continued fl"om pa£e 9 
and tIme consummg 6ft prenIises 
layout. With this capacity, we have 
been able to produce a paper regu-
larly (though not as frequently as we 
would have liked) all school year. 
The future looks bright. We have a 
solid core group which will con-
tinue to produce next year. The 
faculty, administrators, and students 
can look forward to supporting a 
responsive and effective paper next 
year. The Advocate anticipates fea-
turing the many talents of members 
of the community next year as well. 
We intend never to repeat Columbia 
Law School's recent experience. 
Their student newspaper almost 
ceased existence because all its per-
sonnel graduated, and no one had 
any interest in continuing. The pa-
per was barely saved when faculty 
and administration ~:ame together to 
put together a hybrid product that 
cannot reasonably be considered a 
"student newspaper." Yes, we look 
forward to years of continuity and 
effectiveness for the Advocate, 
where it' will be a constructive and 
stable force in the life of the Fordham 
Law School Community. 
Earl A. Wilson 
Three Tall Women 
continued from page lO 
match those glory years and live in 
mundane shadows of their former 
selves. With Three Tall Women, 
playwright Albee says, unequivo-
cally, that the best is always yet to 
come. 
April 30, 1995 • The Advocate 
aren't following ittoo well, we could 
help improve that too. We can try to 
remind people and I can put up 
signs again, if that would work, and 
so forth. I would be glad to hear 
about it. There are certain things 
that I can do to make sure that it 
works. After tpat it really has to 
come from the people that use the 
building. But I think it takes several 
years for students, faculty and ad-
ministrators to really get the hang of 
it and realize that itworks. I thought 
we had pretty much achieved that 
but maybe... if I look down by the 
student's mailboxes, it is still a mess. 
I'm glad [about] this article. Maybe 
it will make the community more 
aware." 
The Advocate applauds the stu-
dents of the class of 1990 who had 
the vision and the foresight to make 
the school leaders in this ecologi-
cal/ economic endeavor. Likewise, 
the administration is to be congratu-
1ated for four years of solid support 
for the recycling effort, not only in 
compliance with the law, but in 
their backing of the students whose 
initial concern spurred the effort. 
What the future holds for the pro-
gram is greater consistency, per-
haps receptacles in the classroom or 
signs and notices posted throughout 
the school reminding everyone of 
the importance of recycling. As 
humans, we have been given the 
gift of the earth, It is good to see that 
we can, at least on this microcosmic 
scale, transcend our predatory in-
stincts and help to save some of its 
precious resources for our future 
generations. 
FROM THE 
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Pieper People Passl! 1 
see why 
everybody's switching 
over to Pieper!!! 
I better send in my $150 
depOsi t to receive those 
brand new Textlx>oks 
Don't be left out 
Every attorney I've 
ever met said I 
must take Pieper to 
pass the NY Bar 
Exam! 
. . 
of the conversation!!!O 
You passed too? That's great! 
I couldn't have prepared any 
better! !! I'm glad I 
switched to Pieper!!! 
,-:, 
Of course I passed! 
I took PIEPER. 
I couldn't have done 
it without them! 
Find out why everyone's talking about, 
and switching over to,,-
o , 
PIEPER' BAR REVIEW!!! . 
THE NY-MULTISTATE BAR REVIEW COURSE 
CALL 1-800-635-6569 
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--Judge Rios--
continued from page 12 
issues. This includes his time as 
Deputy Commissioner for the New 
York City Police Department, his 
tenure as both a Housing and Civil 
Court Judge and now, as a Justice of 
the Queens County Supreme Court. 
So I asked him his opinion 
about the recent uproar in the Latino 
community regarding a request to 
appoint special Federal prosecutors 
to handle the police brutality cases 
involving minorities. He responded 
that a Special Prosecutor may not be 
the best answer. Rather, he says, 
"the answer is for the people to 
either vote the official out of office 
or for the victims or their families to 
bring Civil Rights or tort actions 
against the offending parties." Jus-
tice Rios' ideas would thereby serve 
a dual purpose by bringing the mat-
ters into light and getting justice 
through the system, an institution 
that he firmly b~lieves can work for 
the people. A close friend of Jus-
tice Rios added that, " He is a role 
modeL Unfortunately, some see 
him as a threat, but he just keeps 
advancing and kids really relate to 
that." What "kids" is the Judg's 
friend talking about? The kid Rios 
once was and the kids our parents 
were. And tomorrow, they will be 
our own kids. They are kids who 
may be swept through a system that 
discourages them from success. 
And what did the friend 
mean by a "threat"? "Let me tell 
you a story," Rios said. "An ADA 
brought a case before me and ' the 
defendant, it so happened, was a 
Latino. It also happeneq that the 
defendant chose to waive his Con-
stitutional right to a jury trial and 
wanted the justice to preside over 
the case. The ADA immediately 
moved to disqualify me. 'But why,' 
I asked him. 'Because the defen-
dant is judge shopping," he tells 
me. "Well I think your motion is 
racially motivated, " she told the 
ADA. The end result? He kept the 
case and added, "I won't be intimi-
dated." 
So how would Justice Rios 
advise aspiring Latino lawyers? 
"Students must recognize that the 
opportunities for them are substan-
tiaL They can confidently apply for 
jobs with law firms knowing that 
their bilingual abilities make them 
obvious choices for dealings in Latin 
America, for instance. He stressed 
that education is the key and further 
stated that, "your law degree is an 
entre into an elite club." 
When asked where he sees 
himself in the next 10 years? "I'll 
remain very close to the Puerto 
Rican community. I also see my-
self pursuing other goals (although 
I must ask myself, "what's left?") 
such as running for another elected 
position," because as he has stated 
to students, "the opportunity is there. 
All it requires is the interest and the 
resolve to see it through." 
April30,.1999 • The Ad,-:ocate 
Ciao, Dudes 
by Robert Cinque 
What I said last time about 
graduation tickets still holds true. 
Third-years, you are getting sleepy 
... very sleepy ... at the count of 
three, you will give me your extra 
tickets, so that my poor grand-
mother, who came to this country 
not knowing a word of English and 
worked three jobs just to make sure 
her daughters didn't go hungry, who 
is so proud of her grandson that she ' 
wants to bring a picture of my dear 
departed grandfather to the cer-
emony so that he can share in it, 
doesn't have to watch the video-
tape three weeks later. Not that I 
want anyone to feel guilty. 
(Helicopter noises) This is the 
end, beautiful friend ... (Cow being 
slaughtered or ' Jim Morrison ex-
posing himself - take your pick). 
Yes, it's time for my final state-
ment in the newspaper of record 
for the Fordham Law community, 
and there are just a few things I'd 
like to clear up. Such as ... 
Justonce,beforel1eavethese 
hallowed halls, I want someone to 
acknowledge that Judge Cardozo 
was winging it. The man is hailed 
as a legal genius, yet his decisions 
are all over the lot. How can the 
same guy who fathered the prod-
ucts liability industry (McPherson 
v. Buick, if you'll recall) tum around 
and give poor Mrs. Palsgrafbupkis? 
All right, so he was good at split-
ting hairs. Is this the kind of namby-
pamby behavior we want to en-
courage in law schools today? 
Actually, splitting hairs is a 
useful skill, particularly if you want 
to go into politics. Mter all, politi-
cians already know what the right 
thing is. They just need some cover, 
some nice rationalization, so they 
can go ahead and do it. Just like 
judges do, right? 
And that's not the only thing 
I've learned here at Fordham. Aside 
from having filled my head with 
case law and tenets ~f constitu-
tional law (that was m~ in Con 
Theory applying strict s~~tihy to 
the insides of m y eyel~s), ,I've dis~. 
covered you can litiS!lte, fegulate, 
promulgate, ~n.d . adi~gi9..te. ;lPy'-
thing.Anything. Why ,just the other 
day, I sat in on Professor Hansen's 
inteliectual property symposium, 
and there were these esteemed Eu-
ropean experts on IP law offering 
the opinion that yes, they believed 
the European Union trademark law 
permitted the registration of odors as 
trademarks. Of course, they said 
nothing about where the Trademark 
Office would file these registrations. 
All in all, I'd like to try an odor-
trademark case someday. It would 
sure beat spending months analyz-
ing O.1.'s blood samples, if you ask 
me. 
We'd all like to think we'll leave 
some sort of legacy here: journals 
we've edited, moot court trophies, a 
torts outline with our name on it ... 
something, anything. As for myself, 
I have this nagging fear that my 
legacy will sound something like a 
Monty Python sketch: 
(Clerk, played by Michael 
Palin, at customer service counter 
instore. Woman,playedbyGraham 
Chapman, enters.) 
Woman: I want to return this 
interactive CD-ROM history of 
F ordhamLaw School. It's defective. 
Clerk: What's wrong with it? 
Woman: When I try to bring up 
the last-ever book review editor of 
the Ill, it pronounces the name 
Cheen-kway instead ofSin-kew. 
Clerk: Yes, that's correct, 
madam. 
Woman: Well then 'why is it 
when I bring up the same name from 
the class of '69, it says Sin-kew? 
Clerk: That's a different per-
son, madam. . 
Womau: You mean there are 
TWO Fordham graduates named 
RobertC-I-N-Q-U-E, and they don't 
pronounce their names the same 
way? 
Clerk: No, ma'am. They're not 
even related. 
Woman: Ooh,'1 don't like that! 
It means they're multiplying! Before · 
you know it, this place will be inun-
date.d with Sen-kews, Chin-kays, 
Chin-kwees, Sanks ... 
(Cut to man at desk, played by 
John Cleese) 
Man: This pointless bickering 
went on for some time, until the clerk 
uploaded a file containing Melina 
Spadone's stellar routine at the '95 
Follies, which explained the wholl{ 
*ing. An.d IJow for spmething.c:p.m; 
pletely different ... 
You'll be happy to know I've 
already made plans to keep that from 
happening. Right after my last final, 
when I've worked up a good sweat, 
I'm going to register my B.O. at the 
Trademark Office. 
... 
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NEW YORK SUMMER 1995 LOCATION INFORMATION', 
" (ALL LOCATIONS VIDEO UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED) 
ALBANY 
ANN ARBOR, MI 
ATLANTA,GA 
AUSTIN, TX 
BOSTON,MA 
, BRII)GEPORT, CT 
BROOKLYN 
BUFFALO 
CAMBRIDGE, MA 
CHARLOTTESVILLE, V A 
CHICAGO,IL 
1) HYDE PARK 
2) GOLD COAST 
CONCORD,NH 
DURHAM,NC 
HARTFORD, CT 
HEMPSTEAD 
ITHACA 
LOS ANGELES, CA 
MANHATTAN 
1) DOWNTOWN 
2) MIDTOWN 
3) UPTO\yN 
4) WALL STREET AREA 
MIAMI, FL 
MONMOUTH CTY, NJ 
MONTREAL, CAN. 
NEWARK,NJ 
NEW HAVEN, CT 
NEW ORLEANS, LA 
NEWTON,MA 
PALO ALTO, CA 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 
POUGHKEEPSE 
QUEENS COUNTY 
1) FLUSHING 
2) JAMAICA 
ROCHESTER 
ROCKLAND COUNTY 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 
SO. ROYALTON, VT 
SPRINGFIELD, MA 
STATEN ISLAND 
SUFFOLK COUNTY 
1) HUNTINGTON 
2) SOUTHAMPTON 
SYRACUSE 
TORONTO, CAN. 
WASHINGTON, DC 
WHITE PLAINS 
WILLIAMSBURG, VA 
Albany Law School 
Univ. of Michigan Law School 
Georgia State University Law School 
University of Texas Law School 
Boston Univ. School of Law 
Holiday Inn - 1070 Main Street 
Brooklyn Law School 
SUNY at Buffalo School of Law 
Harvard Law School 
Univ. of Virginia 
Univ. of Chicago Law School 
Northwestern Law School 
Franklin Pierce Law Center 
Duke Univ. School of Law 
Univ. of Hartford - Gray Conference Center 
Hofstra Univ. School of Law 
Cornell Law School 
BARIBRI Office - 3280 Motor Avenue 
NYU Law School 
A - Town Hall - 43rd St.(bet. 6th Ave. & B'way) 
B - BAR/BRI Lecture Hall- 1500 B'way (at 43rd) 
Columbia University - Miller Theater - 116th St. & B'way 
Marriott Financial Center - 85 West Street 
BARIBRI Office - 1570 Madruga Ave., Coral Gables 
Holiday Inn - 700 !fppe Road - Tinton taIls 
McGill Univ. - Old Chancellor Day Halt (' 
Rutgers Univ. ,Law School . 
Colony Inn - 1157 Chapel Street 
Tulane Law School 
Boston College Law School 
Stanford Law School 
Sheraton Univ. City - 36th & Chestnut 
Vassar College '- Rockefeller Bldg. 
CUNY Law School 
St. John's Univ. Law School 
Days Inn Downtown - 384 East A venue 
Comfort Inn - 425 East Rte 59 - Nanuet 
BAR/BRI Office - 332 Golden Gate A venue 
Vermont Law School 
WNEC School of Law 
Wagner College - Spiro Hall 
Touro College of Law 
Southampton Inn - 91 Hill Street 
Syracuse Univ. College of Law 
Ontario Driving Training Center - 2301 Yonge Street 
Georgetown Univ. Law Center 
GW Law School 
Pace University - Hayes Theatre 
• 
College of William & Mary - Marshall Wythe School of Law 
LIVE COURSE BEGINS MAY 22 
ALL VIDEO LOCATIONS BEGIN MAY 30 
9:30AMlI :45PMl6PM 
9:30AM 
9AM (Audio) 
9AM (Audio) 
9:30AMlI :45PMl6PM 
9:30AM 
9:30AMlI :45PM/6PM 
9:30AMll : 45PMl6PM 
9:30AM 
9AM 
9:30AM 
9:30AM 
IPM 
9:30AM 
9:30AM 
9:30AMlI :45PMl6PM 
9:30AM 
1:30PM 
, 9:30AMlI :45PM 
9:30AM (LIVE) 
1:45PM/6PM 
9:30AM 
6PM 
9AM 
1:45PM 
9AM 
9:30AMlI :45PMl6PM 
9:30AM 
9:30AM 
9:30AM 
1:30PM 
9:30AM 
9:30AM 
9:30AM 
9:30AM/l :45PMl6PM 
9:30AM 
9:30AM 
9:30AM 
1:45PM 
9:30AM 
9:30AM 
9:30AMII :45PMl6PM 
9:30AM 
9:30AMl6PM 
9AM 
9AM 
6PM 
9:30AMll :45PMl6PM 
9AM 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CALL (800) 472-8899 
I ' 
